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In contract to Number 4 of Volume 1 (Sudoku 1.0) in which readers are divided into begginers and  
 
veterans, no distinction would be made here in Sudoku 2.0 based on the belief that all minds are  
 
created equal in the world of Sudoku. The unique features of this chapter are as follows. 
 
1) Educational and situational moves are introduced for proficiency elevation. 
 
2) Most puzzles are with 17 initial values that require 64 steps to complete. 
 
3) Plenty of hard puzzles are provived in the end for readers to practice. 
 
 
Keywords:  Sudoku, Puzzle, Row move, Column move, Block move, Box move, Grid move,  
 





41(58)CR The first step with central right block move to place 4 at (58)     
 
92(93)LB    The second step with left block move to place 2 at (93)  
 
43(63)c3 The third step with column move to place 4 at (63) of column 3 
 
54(46)r4  The fourth step with row move to place 5 at (46) of row 4 
 
55r7: 5c5b5   The fifth step with row move to place 5 in row 7 due to 5 in column 5 of box 5 
 
56(94)DM The sixth step with down middle block move to place 5 at (94) 
 
57(63)b2 The seventh step with box move to place 5 at (63) of box 2 
 
38c8:        The eighth step with column move to place 3 in column 8 since 
12(41)(51)    
→3r5b2  1 or 2 in (41) or (51) would imply that 3 in row5 of box 2 
 
59(11)g The ninth step with grid move to place 5 at (11)  
 
610b8:       The tenth step with box move to place 6 in box 8 since 
57(68)(69)     
             5 or 7 is in (68) or (69) 
4 
1. ORIENTATIONAL MOVES 
 
As shown in Figure 1, the playground of Sudoku is divided into 81 grids, to be combined  
 
horizontally as nine rows top-down, vertically as nine columns left-right, and 3x3 squares as nine  
 
boxes. We follow the prescribed order of up-down and left-right, so the referral of each grid will be  
 
row first column next; for instance column next; for instance grid (32) stands for the grid located at  
 
the intersection of row 3 (r3) and column 2 (c2).  
 
 
                               c1    c2    c3   c4    c5    c6    c7    c8   c9 
 
r1    
 
r2  











       
Figure 1. The playground of Sudoku 
 
                                       
Similarly, the order of boxes is the same: box 1, box 2, box 3, box 4, box 5, box 6, box 7, box 8 and  
 
box 9 are called top-down and then left-right respectively as b1, b2, b3, b4, b5, b6, b7, b8 and b9. 
 
We shall later use the same prescribed order to place numbers at grids in rows, columns or boxes.  
 
The reason for doing so is simply to facilitate our explanations and mutual understanding with  
 
readers, but by no means to limit your flexibility in manipulation! Our unique invention is to  
 
combine three consecutive boxes as blocks: b1b2b3 as Left Block (abbreviated as LB), b4b5b6 as  
 
Middle Block (abbreviated as MB), b7b8b9 as Right Block (abbreviated as RB), b1b4b7 as Up  
 
Block (abbreviated as UB), b2b5b8 as Central Block (abbreviated as CB) and b3b6b9 as Down  
 
Block (abbreviated as DB).  
5 
         
 b1   b4   b7   
         
         
 b2   b5   b8  
         
         
 b3   b6   b9  
         
2. FUNDAMENTAL MOVES 
 
 
1) Single block move 
  
Here we find the 1 in question can only be entered into grid (45), so as to avoid two 1’s appearing  
 
either in the same row or column of central block. This is not only because both rows 5 and 6 have  
 
1, but also the 1 in row 4 can neither be placed at grid (41) or grid (42) (which would contradict  
 
with the 1 in box 2) nor at any other grids already filled; just so we can gradually recognize the  
 
relationships of numbers among rows, columns and grids in the block, which is the skill of a block  
 
move; there are altogether six single block moves: up block (UB), central block (CB), down block  
 
(DB), left block (LB), middle block (MB) and right block (RB). The above first step was using  
 
central block move to place 1 at grid (45) , abbreviated as 11(45)CB, where the subscript 1 indicates  
 
that this is the “first step“.    
 
 
2) Double block move  
 
Since each box is located in the intersection of two perpendicular blocks, we can simultaneously  
 
use both horizontal and vertical block moves to gradually find out the fillable number. There are  
 
altogether nine double block moves: up-left (UL), central-left (CL), down-left (DL), up-middle  
 
(UM), central-middle (CM), down-middle (DM), up-right (UR), central-right (CR) and down-right  
 
(DR). Here we find 2 can only be entered into box 8 (grid (48) or grid (58)), because in right block  
 
both box 7 and box 9 have 8; had we entered 2 into grid (48), it would contradict with the 2 in  
 
row 4 of central block. Hence by double scanning of central and right blocks, we can only entered 2  
 
into grid (58), abbreviated as 22(58)CR.           
 
 
3) Terminating move (t) 
 
After each move, we should scan each related row, column and box to see if there is only one grid  
 
remained to be filled; if so, we should terminate it right away by filling in the very last number so  
 
that more easy target could reveal.   
6 
6 
4) Row move (r) 
 
Scanning unfilled grids of each row to gradually find among unfilled numbers a potential one to fill  
 
that won’t cause any conflict with the existing numbers in each column and each box.  
 
                                                                              
5) Column move (c) 
 
Scanning unfilled grids of each column to gradually find among unfilled numbers a potential one to  
 
fill that won’t cause any conflict with the existing numbers in each row and each box.   
 
 
6) Box move (b) 
 
Scanning unfilled grids of each box to gradually find among unfilled numbers a potential one to fill  
 
that won’t cause any conflict with the existing numbers in each row and each column.  
 
 
7) Grid move (g) 
 
Scanning unfilled grids of each row, column and box to gradually find among unfilled numbers a 
 
potential one to fill that won’t cause any conflict with the existing numbers in its situated row,  
 
column and box. Unlike the above row column combo, after locating a grid we still need to  
 
preclude more than one potential unfilled number. Therefore, sometimes even the veterans would  
 
find the grid move “nowhere to set foot in“. We first introduce the traditional solving methods, and  
 
later introduce our “unique secret skills“. 
 
 
8) Law of unique solution (u) 
 
Suppose that a number has only two potiential grids to fit in a row, column or box in attempting  
 
row column combo. If the choice of one of them would cause multiple solutions of the puzzle, then  
 
the number in question needs to be filled into the other grid. Sudoku puzzles do not allow multiple  
 




In what follows, we shall first discuss puzzles taken from (1). Then for the most fun, meaning to  
 
take as many steps as possible, we shall take on puzzles with only 17 initial values from (2). 
7 




This puzzle as shown in Figure 2  
 














Figure 2.     Figure 1 for Puzzle 1 
 
 
After failing with 1, 2 and 3 for all blocks, we try 4 in RB. In couple with 4 of CB, we can enter 4 in  
 




















Figure 3.    Figure 2 for Puzzle 1 
 
 
Then enter 9 into (93) of LB, i.e. 92(93)LB. Then enter 4 into (63) of column 3 because of 4(45), i.e.  
 
4363)c3. Likewise, 54(46)15(57)r4. Then comes 56(94)DM. Next, we can find 3 in (79) or (89), i.e.   
 
3(79)(89), which forces 3 in row 4 to be filled in grid (43), namely 37(43)c3. (See Figure 4) 
8 
 4* 6*     3* 1* 
  2*      4* 
9*       5*  
2* 9*  6* 4*     
  8* 1* 9*    2* 
    8* 2*   9* 5* 
  1*    5*   
8*  5*  1*  4* 2*  
    3*   1*  
 4* 6*     3* 1* 
  2*      4* 
9*       5*  
2* 9*  6* 4* 54 15   
  8* 1* 9*   41 2* 
   43 8* 2*   9* 5* 
  1*    5*  3? 
8*  5*  1*  4* 2* 3? 



















Figure 4.    Figure 3 for Puzzle 1 
 
 
Then comes the terminating move 38(33)t. By scanning four unfilled grids in box 1, we can find 5  
 
to fit (11), i.e. 59(11)g as shown in Figure 4. Then come 510(52) and 511(25), where annotatations  
 
for block and terminating moves are omitted. Scanning all over, we now encounter a stalemate!  
 
This is where trials and errors come into play. Doing wisely, it would be called an educated guess.  
 
 
























59 4* 6*     3* 1* 
  2*  511    4* 
9*  78      5*  
2* 9* 37 6* 4* 54 15   
 510 8* 1* 9*   41 2* 
   43 8* 2*   9* 5* 
  1*    5*   
8*  5*  1*  4* 2*  
  92 56 3*   1*  
59 4* 6*     3* 1* 
  2*  511    4* 
9* 1? 78   1?   5*  
2* 9* 37 6* 4* 54 15   
 510 8* 1* 9*   41 2* 
   43 8* 2*   9* 5* 
  1*    5*   
8*  5*  1*  4* 2*  
  92 56 3*   1*  
Case 1: 1(32) 
 
1(32) would force 3(34) due to 3(56)(66), followed by 4(36) and 2(37) as shown in Fgure 6. Such  
 
chain reactions would be annotated as 1(32)→3(34): 3c6b5→4(36)→2(37).   
 
 
















Figure 6.    Figure 5 for Puzzle 1 
 
Case 2: 1(36) 
 



















Figure 7.    Figure 6 for Puzzle 1 
 
 
After guessing, comes guess education! As you can see, both cases lead to 212(37) as in Figure 8.  
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59 4* 6*     3* 1* 
  2*  511    4* 
9* 1(1) 78 3(2)  4(3) 2(4)  5*  
2* 9* 37 6* 4* 54 15   
 510 8* 1* 9*   41 2* 
   43 8* 2*   9* 5* 
  1*    5*   
8*  5*  1*  4* 2*  
  92 56 3*   1*  
59 4* 6*     3* 1* 
  2*  511    4* 
9* 3(3) 78 4(2)  1(1) 2(4)  5*  
2* 9* 37 6* 4* 54 15   
 510 8* 1* 9*   41 2* 
   43 8* 2*   9* 5* 
  1*    5*   
8*  5*  1*  4* 2*  























In addition, as shown in Figure 8, both grids (35) and (39) can accommodate 6 or 8, i.e. 68(35)(39),  
 




















Figure 9.    Figure 8 for Puzzle 1 
 
 
Furthermore, we can have either 6(35) or 6(39). However, the latter would force 6(75) in column 5  
 





59 4* 6*     3* 1* 
  2*  511    4* 
9*  78  6/8  212 5* 8/6 
2* 9* 37 6* 4* 54 15   
 510 8* 1* 9*   41 2* 
   43 8* 2*   9* 5* 
  1*    5*   
8*  5*  1*  4* 2*  
  92 56 3*   1*  
59 4* 6*     3* 1* 
 813 2*  511    4* 
9*  78  6/8  212 5* 8/6 
2* 9* 37 6* 4* 54 15   
 510 8* 1* 9*   41 2* 
   43 8* 2*   9* 5* 
  1*    5*   
8*  5*  1*  4* 2*  


















Figure 10.    Figure 9 for Puzzle 1 
 
 




















Figure 11.    Figure 10 for Puzzle 1 
 
 
619(28)b7: 6c7b8 721(15)c5 627(99)g 728(84)b6: 7c6b5 
 
 
The next step is very touchy! 
 
 





59 4* 6*     3* 1* 
 813 2*  511   No6 4* 
9*  78    212 5* 6(1) 
2* 9* 37 6* 4* 54 15 No6  
 510 8* 1* 9*   41 2* 
   43 8* 2*   9* 5* 
  1*  6(2)  5* No6   
8*  5*  1*  4* 2*  
  92 56 3*   1*  
59 4* 6* 226 721 825 924 3* 1* 
 813 2*  511  723 619 4* 
9*  78  614  212 5* 815 
2* 9* 37 6* 4* 54 15 816 717 
 510 8* 1* 9* 7? 6? 41 2* 
   43 8* 2* 7? 6? 9* 5* 
  1*  822  5* 720  
8*  5* 728 1*  4* 2*  


















Figure 12.    Figure 11 for Puzzle 1 
 
 
Let us look at row 3 in Figure 12. From 1(32)(36), we can see that 
 
129(32): 1(36)→4(34)→3(32)→3(24)→9(74)→9(89)→No3r8.  
 
 
Hereafter, we can complete the puzzle as shown in Figure 13, only with block and terminating  
 

























59 4* 6* 226 721 825 924 3* 1* 
 813 2* 3(4) 511  723 619 4* 
9* 3(3) 78 4(2) 614 1(1) 212 5* 815 
2* 9* 37 6* 4* 54 15 816 717 
 510 8* 1* 9*   41 2* 
   43 8* 2*   9* 5* 
  1* 9(5) 822  5* 720  
8* No3 5* 728 1* No3 4* 2* 9(6) 
  92 56 3*  818 1* 627 
59 4* 6* 226 721 825 924 3* 1* 
330 813 2* 933 511 132 723 619 4* 
9* 129 78 334 614 435 212 5* 815 
2* 9* 37 6* 4* 54 15 816 717 
743 510 8* 1* 9* 350 649 41 2* 
131 642  43 8* 2* 751 352 9* 5* 
644 240 1* 436 822 946 5* 720 345 
8* 341 5* 728 1* 647 4* 2* 948 
437 738 92 56 3* 239 818 1* 627 
Puzzle 2  
 
It has been proved that the  
 
minimum number of given  
 
entries of a puzzle is 17, namely  
 
17 initial values. They are not  
 
necessarily hard to solve.! This  
 
one in Figure 14 can be solved  
 








Figure 14.    Figure 1 for Puzzle 2 
 
 
81(56)r5  83(99)b9 
  
57(63)b2 49(65)c5   
 
610(72)r7   111(32)c2 
 
415(86)r8   616(43)b2 
 
717(96)b6   719(67)b8 
 













Figure 15.     Figure 2 for Puzzle 2 
As shown in Figure 16  
 
5(14)(16) and 3(49)(69) can  
 










249(45)c5  252(16)c6. 
Figure 16.     Figure 3 for Puzzle 2 
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 8*      6*  
     1*    
   4*      
4*      5* 8*  
1*  3* 7*       
         
2*      4*  7* 
 5*   8*     
    6*  1*   
 8* 424 5? 725 5?  6* 113 
623 327  82  1*    
 111  4*  622 86   
4* 720 616    5* 8* 3? 
1*  3* 7* 58 81    
85  57 621 49  719 114 3? 
2* 610 84    4*  7* 
718 5* 112  8* 415    
328 426 929  6* 717 1*  83 
 8* 424  725   6* 113 
623 327  82  1*    
 111  4*  622 86   
4* 720 616    5* 8*  
1*  3* 7* 58 81    
85  57 621 49  719 114  
2* 610 84    4*  7* 
718 5* 112  8* 415    
328 426 929  6* 717 1*  83 
4. OPTIONAL MOVES 
 


























Figure 17.    Figure 1 for Puzzle 3 
 
 
This puzzle as shown in Figure 17 is almost as easy, except an additional skill would be needed.  
 
 
The first thirty-two steps are as shown in Figure 18. From now on, annotations will be simplified  
 
with the omission of grid location. 
 
133495r1  611b4     512 r2  213b4     314 915b2  217c4   
 





















Figure 18.     Figure 2 for Puzzle 3 
15 
6* 2*     5*   
7*    3*     
   1* 9*     
4* 5*    6*    
   8*     3*  
2*         
     4* 2*   
  1*       
       1*  
6* 2* 34 430   5* 95 13 
7* 16 910 611 3* 512    
519 620 418 1* 9* 213 329   
4* 5* 832 316  6* 19  923 
17 915  8*     3*  
2* 314  922  18    
924 627 521 728 11 4* 2* 826 325 
  1* 217      
  22 531    1*  
In some occasions, we need to use the law of uniqueness. To prevent two possible solutioms, we  
 





















Figure 19.     Figure 3 for Puzzle 3 
 
 





The rest is trivial as shown in Figure 20 except for 
 


















    
 
Figure 20.    Figure 4 for Puzzle 3 
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6* 2* 34 430   5* 95 13 
7* 16 910 611 3* 512    
519 620 418 1* 9* 213 329   
4* 5* 832 316  6* 19  923 
17 915  8*     3*  
2* 314  922  18    
924 627 521 728 11 4* 2* 826 325 
3/8  1* 217  8/3    
8/3  22 531  3/8  1*  
6* 2* 34 430 734 833 5* 95 13 
7* 16 910 611 3* 512 846 244 445 
519 620 418 1* 9* 213 329 652 753 
4* 5* 832 316 241 6* 19 742 923 
17 915 637 8*  540 735 438 3* 243 
2* 314 736 922 439 18 656 551 855 
924 627 521 728 11 4* 2* 826 325 
861 749 1* 217 659 363 957 447 550 
362 448 22 531 860 964 754 1* 658 
















    
 
Figure 21.    Figure 1 for Puzzle 4 
 
 
The first 22 steps are pretty straightforward as shown in Figure 22. 
 
  32c1     26r4     
 
379889r3    711r6 
 
  712913c2    419b6      
 



















    
 




7*       8*  
9*          
  4*   7*   5* 
6*   4* 9*    7* 
5*    3*  4*   
  2*   5*    
 3*    6*    
 2*   8*   9*  
    7*  2* 3*  
7*     917  8*  
9*          
21 89 4* 37  7* 98  5* 
6* 121 820 4* 9* 26 33 55 7* 
5* 712 914  3*  4*   
32 44 2* 711  5* 822  918 
 3*  915 216 6*    
 2*   8* 310  9*  
 913   7* 419 2* 3*  
In using the law of uniqueness, one must be careful. Interchangeability of 16(35)(38) and  
 
16(65)(68) in Figure 23 may not result in double solutions, because the suroundings are different.  
 
However, I failed to notice it in (4) and thought this puzzle taken from (3) as shown in Figure 23 to  
 

















    
 
Figure 23.    Figure 3 for Puzzle 4 
 
 
We can see from the figure, 16(17)(27) is not allowed. Otherwise, no number could fit (38). Thus 
 
723c7: 16(17)(27)→No#(38) and the rest is trivial as shown in Figure 24, except for 
 

















    
 
Figure 24.    Figure 4 for Puzzle 4 
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7*     917  8*  
9*          
21 89 4* 37 1/6 7* 98 6/1 5* 
6* 121 820 4* 9* 26 33 55 7* 
5* 712 914  3*  4*   
32 44 2* 711 6/1 5* 822 1/6 918 
 3*  915 216 6*    
 2*   8* 310  9*  
 913   7* 419 2* 3*  
7* 547 152 255 445 917 631 8* 354 
9* 648 353 856 546 151 723 444 257  
21 89 4* 37 638 7* 98 139 5* 
6* 121 820 4* 9* 26 33 55 7* 
5* 712 914 649 3* 850 4* 243 140 
32 44 2* 711 141 5* 822 642 918 
835 3* 527 915 216 6* 132 724 436 
436 2* 725 130 8* 310 528 9* 637 
133 913 626 529 7* 419 2* 3* 834 
5. WASTEFUL MOVES  
 










    
 
Figure 25.    Figure 1 for Puzzle 5 
 
After 8 steps, 
   
21r1    
 




as shown in Figure 26, we shall  
 
find that t no 1 can be filled in  
 
box 5 as indicated in Figure 27. 
 
 























    
 
Figure 27.    Figure 3 for Puzzle 5 
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   6*  7* 8*   
 4* 2*       
         
   3* 5*    2* 
 7*      1*  
8*    4*     
  5*  2*     
1*      7*   
   9*      
   6*  7* 8* 21  
 4* 2*       
         
   3* 5* 88  77 2* 
24 7*      1*  
8*   75 4* 26    
  5*  2*     
1* 23     7*   
   9*   22   
   6*  7* 8* 21  
 4* 2*       
         
   3* 5* 88  77 2* 
24 7*  No1 No1 No1  1*  
8*   75 4* 26    
  5*  2*     
1* 23     7*   
   9*   22   
Puzzle 6 
 
There are about 5000 Sudoku  
 
puzzles with 17 initial values in  
 
(2), from which I found valuable  
 
for educational purposes.  
 
 
Unfortunately or fortunately, I  
 
found puzzles in Figures 25 and  
 
29 are rare unsolvable ones.      
 
Figure 28.    Figure 1 for Puzzle 6 
After the fifteenth step as  
 
shown in Figure 29 
 




  1869r2 
   
411b4, 
 
we found that no 2 could be  
 
filled in c8. (See Figure 30) 
    
 















    
 
Figure 30.    Figure 3 for Puzzle 6 
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     1*   8* 
5*       2*  
 4*   6*     
   2*   4*   
8*       3*   
  1*       
 2*     7* 4*  
    9* 5*    
   8*      
    211 1*   8* 
5* 84 69    18 2* 41 
110 4* 212  6* 83    
   2*   4* 86  
8*       3*   
213  1*  85     
 2* 82    7* 4*  
    9* 5* 87  215 
   8*  214    
    211 1* No2  8* 
5* 84 69    18 2* 41 
110 4* 212  6* 83 No2   
   2*   4* 86  
8*       3*   
213  1*  85  No2   
 2* 82    7* 4*  
    9* 5* 87  215 
   8*  214 No2   
Puzzle 7 
 
This puzzle in Figure 31 is a bad  
 
one, which can lead to at least  
 
two solutions as demonstrated  
 




































































    
 
Figure 33.    Figure 3 for Puzzle 7 
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4*   7*     5* 
       7*  
   2*      
6* 3*     8*   
5*       2*   
    1*     
     4* 1*   
 7*        
  1* 5*    9*  
4* 6 8 7* 3 1 9 2 5* 
1 5 2 8 4 9 3 7* 6 
7 9 3 2* 5 6 4 8 1 
6* 3* 7 4 2 5 8* 1 9 
5* 1 4 9 8 7 2* 6 3 
8 2 9 6 1* 3 5 4 7 
9 8 6 3 7 4* 1* 5 2 
2 7* 5 1 9 8 6 3 4 
3 4 1* 5* 6 2 7 9* 8 
4* 6 8 7* 3 1 9 2 5* 
1 5 2 9 4 8 3 7* 6 
7 9 3 2* 5 6 4 8 1 
6* 3* 7 4 2 5 8* 1 9 
5* 1 4 8 9 7 2* 6 3 
8 2 9 6 1* 3 5 4 7 
9 8 6 3 7 4* 1* 5 2 
2 7* 5 1 8 9 6 3 4 
3 4 1* 5* 6 2 7 9* 8 




This puzzle in Figure 34 is  
 
almost as easy, except in need for  
 







    
 
Figure 34.    Figure 1 for Puzzle 8 
After 24 steps, we shall  
 




17c8  29b6 
 






  821b.  
    
 
Figure 35.    Figure 2 for Puzzle 8 
 
 
From the situation shown in  
 
Figure 36, we can obtain 
 






(See Figure 37) 
 
 








Figure 36.    Figure 3 for Puzzle 8 
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   9*    5*  
4* 3*      7*  
1* 6*    7* 2*  3* 
8*   7* 1*   9*  
    2*     
 4*   9* 3*   1* 
   5*     2* 
 1*     7*   
 5*   7* 6*  3*  
722 821 220 9* 33   5*  
4* 3* 515 210 613   7*  
1* 6* 916  514 7* 2*  3* 
8* 212  7* 1*   9*  
 917 11  2*    76 
 4* 724  9* 3*  22 1* 
 723  5*  911  17 2* 
918 1*  34  29 7*  55 
219 5*  18 7* 6*  3*  
722 821 220 9* 33   5*  
4* 3* 515 210 613   7*  
1* 6* 916  514 7* 2*  3* 
8* 212 6(2) 7* 1*   9*  
 917 11  2*   6(1) 76 
 4* 724  9* 3*  22 1* 
6(3) 723  5*  911 No6 17 2* 
918 1*  34  29 7* No6 55 
219 5*  18 7* 6* No6 3* No6 
 
Since only 4, 5 or 8 can be  
 
entered into (56), the falures  
 
for 4 and 8 as shown in  
 






































Figure 38.    Figure 5 for Puzzle 8 
 
From the situations shown in  
 
Figures 37 and 38, we can  
 
obtain in Figure 39 that 
 





The only needed annotation  
 








Figure 39.    Figure 6 for Puzzle 8 
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722 821 220 9* 33   5*  
4* 3* 515 210 613   7*  
1* 6* 916 4(2) 514 7* 2* No4 3* 
8* 212  7* 1*   9*  
 917 11  2* 4(1)  No4 76 
 4* 724  9* 3*  22 1* 
 723  5*  911  17 2* 
918 1*  34  29 7* 625 55 
219 5*  18 7* 6*  3*  
722 821 220 9* 33   5*  
4* 3* 515 210 613   7*  
1* 6* 916 8(2) 514 7* 2* No8 3* 
8* 212  7* 1*   9*  
 917 11  2* 8(1)  No8 76 
 4* 724  9* 3*  22 1* 
 723  5*  911  17 2* 
918 1*  34  29 7* 625 55 
219 5*  18 7* 6*  3*  
722 821 220 9* 33 144 642 5* 446 
4* 3* 515 210 613 845 143 7* 947 
1* 6* 916 438 514 7* 2* 839 3* 
8* 212 329 7* 1* 436 528 9* 635 
630 917 11 837 2* 526 332 440 76 
527 4* 724 634 9* 3* 841 22 1* 
331 723 633 5* 849 911 453 17 2* 
918 1* 851 34 450 29 7* 625 55 
219 5* 452 18 7* 6* 954 3* 848 
Puzzle 9  
 
After taking 26 steps in Figure 41  
 
for the puzzle in Figure 40,  
 
12c4     28b6   49b4 
 
412913r7    415r4     518g 
 
619r7: 6c6b4  722g   823r9 
 
we shall need a situational move  
 









Figure 40.    Figure 1 for Puzzle 9 
We shall see in Figure 41  
 
that 2 and 9 juggling for  
 
right positions for us to  
 
come up with the situational  
 
move in Figure 42 
 













Figure 41.    Figure 2 for Puzzle 9 
 
After the subsequent 13 steps  
 




we use the law of uniqueness to  
 
come up with (See Figure 42) 
 
  341b2: u38c3b2c5b5. 
 
Then we can rush to the end with  
 
746c1    648r    153654r2.                                                                                                             
Figure 42.    Figure 3 for Puzzle 9 
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 8*  7* 5*     
4*        1* 
         
   6*   8* 3*  
1*         
   2*      
 3* 2*     8*  
    1* 4* 6*   
    9*     
 8* 13 7* 5*  9(5) 417 2(6) 
4*   925 210 826   1* 
 2(2) 9(3) 12 49    81 
2(1) 415  6* 722 17 8* 3* 9(4) 
1*   411      
   2*   416 16  
913 3* 2* 518 619 720 15 8* 412 
   324 1* 4* 6* 2(7) No9 
621 14 414 823 9* 28 No9 No9 No9 
247 8* 13 7* 5* 648 934 417 350 
4* 654 352 925 210 826 556 753 1* 
746 933 555 12 49 349 259 658 81 
532 415 931 6* 722 17 8* 3* 227 
1* 228 843 411 342 537 740 935 639 
341 762 661 2* 844 936 416 16 538 
913 3* 2* 518 619 720 15 8* 412 
845 563 764 324 1* 4* 6* 229 930 
621 14 414 823 9* 28 360 557 751 
Puzzle 10  
 
We have seen 2 and 9 juggling  
 
for right positions in Puzzle 9. In  
 
fact, Sudoku in Janpanese means  
 
“Number Place”. So this game of  
 
Sudoku can be construed as “all  
 
walks of people are juggling for  
 
their right positions optimally”.  
Figure 43.    Figure 1 for Puzzle 10 
After 7 steps in Figure 44 for the  
 
puzzle in Figure 43, we shall  
 




71b2     5576r7: 5c5b5 
 
 
As shown in Figure 44, we have 
 






Figure 44.     Figure 2 for Puzzle 10 
 
Furthermore, 68(58)(59) in row 5  
 
forces 4(55) in that row as shown  
 













Figure 45.    Figure 3 for Puzzle 10 
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7*   1*  3*    
    8*   4*  
         
 8* 6*     5*  
   7*  1* 2*   
 4*        
9*        3* 
   5* 6*     
      7*   
7*   1*  3*    
    8* 74  4*  
       73  
1/2 8* 6*  39  411 5* 72 
3? 3? 3? 7* 410 1* 2*   
2/1 4* 71     38  
9*    75    3* 
 77  5* 6*     
         
   310 16  7*   
7*   1*  3*    
    8* 74  4*  
       73  
 8* 6*  39  412 5* 72 
   7* 411 1* 2* 6/8 8/6 
 4* 71     38  
9*    75    3* 
 77  5* 6*     
   310 16  7*   
We can proceed for the next 14  
 
Steps as in Figure 46: 
   
113r4   214b2 
 
915r4: 9c6b6  217b6 
 
518g    420821c4  425r7 
 
Next, 35(21)(51) as shown in  
 
Figure 46 forces 3 to be filled  
 
at (83) in row 8. 
 
Figure 46.     Figure 4 for Puzzle 10 
Hence we have 
   
  326r8: 35(21)(51). 
 
Moreover, 1 in column 8  
 
can only be at (78) or 
 
(88). Had 1 be at (78),  
 
no 1 could be filled in  
 
row 8 as indicated in  
 
Figure 47.  
 
Figure 47.     Figure 5 for Puzzle 10 
 
 
Thus we have 
 
  127c8: 1(78)→No1r8. 
 
 
The rest is shown in Figure 48: 
 
  534b9 635836r5: 6c8b9 
 





Figure 48.     Figure 6 for Puzzle 10 
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7*   1*  3*    
   622 8* 74  4*  
     519  73  
113 8* 6* 915 39 216 412 5* 72 
   7* 411 1* 2*   
214 4* 71 821 518 623  38  
9*   217 75 425   3* 
 77  5* 6*     
   310 16  7*   
7*   1*  3*    
3/5   622 8* 74  4*  
     519  73  
113 8* 6* 915 39 216 412 5* 72 
5/3   7* 411 1* 2*   
214 4* 71 821 518 623  38  
9*   217 75 425  1(1) 3* 
No1 77 326 5* 6* No1 No1 No1 No1 
   310 16  7*   
7* 546 424 1* 931 3* 647 229 845 
355 959 251 622 8* 74 162 4* 563 
844 658 152 420 230 519 357 73 960 
113 8* 6* 915 39 216 412 5* 72 
554 356 953 7* 411 1* 2* 836 635 
214 4* 71 821 518 623 961 38 164 
9* 141 840 217 75 425 534 642 3* 
433 77 326 5* 6* 938 837 127 228 
648 250 549 310 16 839 7* 943 432 
Puzzle 11  
 
 
This puzzle in Figure 49 would  
 
need another type of situational  
 
move to break further 
 
through as in Figure 50 after the  
 
first 7 steps: 
 





Figure 49.     Figure 1 for Puzzle 11 
 
Let us look at box 9 in Figure 50.  
 
We see that  
 
  79(87)(99) 
 








Figure 50.     Figure 2 for Puzzle 11 
After 3 consecutive grid moves 
 
89g, 910g, 511g and completed the  
 
first 13 steps, we need to take  
 
into consideration of 18(48)(58)  
 
as shown in Figure 50 to come  
 
up with (See Figure 51) 
 
414c8: 18(48)(58)    819c2
     
131c4   233634b9: 79(87)(99). 
  
Figure 51.     Figure 3 for Puzzle 11 
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  1*       
2*   5*    7*  
4*  3*   2* 6*  8* 
 6*  4*  9*    
  9*    5*   
   8*  6*  9*  
9*  6* 2*   8*  4* 
 3*    1*   5* 
      1*   
62  1*       
2*   5* 63   7* 14 
4*  3*   2* 6*  8* 
 6*  4* 5? 9*  1/8  
  9*    5* 8/1  
   8* 5? 6*  9*  
9* 11 6* 2* 76 55 8* 37 4* 
 3*    1* 7/9 6? 5* 
      1* 6? 9/7 
62 512 1* 726 327 825 242 414 943 
2* 910 89 5* 63 415 316 7* 14 
4* 713 3* 131 932 2* 6* 511 8* 
346 6* 553 4* 552 9* 741 849 244 
847 418 9* 330 251 728 5* 150 68 
148 220 654 8* 555 6* 417 9* 345 
9* 11 6* 2* 76 55 8* 37 4* 
738 3* 423 635 821 1* 937 233 5* 
539 819 224 936 422 329 1* 634 740 
Puzzle 12  
 
With basic moves, we can take  
 
the first 32 steps for the puzzle  
 
in Figure 52 as follows. 
 
  23b1  361768r1 
 
  412b2 713b7 
 
  119r7 428c5 
 
  629g       831r7: 8c8b8 
 
Figure 52.     Figure 1 for Puzzle 12 
 
 












Figure 53.     Figure 2 for Puzzle 12 
 
   
Now we can complete this  
 
puzzle rather easily as shown in  
 
Figure 54. 
   








Figure 54.     Figure 3 for Puzzle 12 
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   4*   8*  2* 
6* 3*   7*     
1*         
   2*   4*   
3* 7*         
         
  2* 5* 9*     
       1* 7* 
       3*  
  718 4* 36 17 8* 68 2* 
6* 3*  8(2) 7* 26 123   
1* 23 No8 No8 No8 No8 311 713 No8 
  124 2*  715 4*  310 
3* 7* 8(1) 121 428   227 630 
24 412  39   714  122 
77 119 2* 5* 9* 32 629 430 831 
  31  225   1* 7* 
   716 120  226 3*  
561 962 718 4* 36 17 8* 68 2* 
6* 3* 836 940 7* 26 123 539 438 
1* 23 437 641 835 542 311 713 943 
854 653 124 2* 555 715 4* 949 310 
3* 7* 947 121 428 833 546 227 630 
24 412 551 39 656 948 714 850 122 
77 119 2* 5* 9* 32 629 430 831 
459 560 31 834 225 657 945 1* 7* 
863 864 652 716 120 458 226 3* 544 
Puzzle 13  
  
With basic moves, we can take  
 
the first 26 steps for the puzzle  
 
in Figure 55 as follows. 
 
128324r4  1889r1  310c1  713b2
  
515r6    316b2   718c6: 7r9b9    
 
919r6    622c4: 6r1b4   723g 
 
924c4     426c6 
 
Figure 55.     Figure 1 for Puzzle 13 
 
 
Viewing globally in  
 










Figure 56.     Figure 2 for Puzzle 13 
 








634b9      645r8 
 






Figure 57.     Figure 3 for Puzzle 13 
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 3* 7*    4*   
     1* 8*   
         
   7* 3*   5*  
1* 2*         
8*   4*      
6*      1*  9* 
   3* 8*     
         
925 3* 7* 89   4* 18  
   924  1* 8*  312 
     31 921   
   7* 3* 83 24 5* 12 
1* 2* 316 622   723   
8* 713 515 4* 15 27 317 919 620 
6* 4/8 8/4 2/5 5/2 718 1* 311 9* 
714   3* 8*     
310  227 16  426  7/8 8/7 
925 3* 7* 89 243 644 4* 18 540 
553 452 651 924 730 1* 8* 232 312 
254 162 861 541 429 31 921 631 739 
428 650 949 7* 3* 83 24 5* 12 
1* 2* 316 622 955 556 723 836 435 
8* 713 515 4* 15 27 317 919 620 
6* 860 459 242 557 718 1* 311 9* 
714 563 164 3* 8* 958 645 434 233 
310 948 227 16 647 426 546 737 838 
Puzzle 14  
 
 
With cautious observation, we  
 
can take the first 32 steps for the  
 














  37r1       48b3 
 
  214b8 215r7 
 
  620821r5 722b6 
 
  624825r8 731r4 
 
We can see from Figure 59 that 
 











Figure 59.     Figure 2 for Puzzle 14 
 
  















Figure 60.    Figure 3 for Puzzle 14 
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 1* 4*       
   2*    3*  
   7*      
9*      8*  6* 
   3*   2*    
      1*   
7* 6*   1*     
    4*  9*   
3*         
 1* 4*  37 633    
 928 730 2*  1/4  3*  
 319  7*  4/1    
9* 216 318 12 731 532 8* 412 6* 
49 821 110 3*  620 2*    
 729  43   1* 214 34 
7* 6* 215  1*  35  413 
111 526 825 624 4* 36 9* 723 217 
3* 48 927  21 722    
 1* 4*  37 633  No1  
634 928 730 2*  4(3) 6(1) 3*  
 319  7*  1(4) 4(2) No1  
9* 216 318 12 731 532 8* 412 6* 
49 821 110 3*  620 2*  No1  
 729  43   1* 214 34 
7* 6* 215  1*  35 No1 413 
111 526 825 624 4* 36 9* 723 217 
3* 48 927  21 722  6(5)  
 
 
After the next 8 steps 
 
  538c5 
 
  439g, 
 
we can see from Figure 61 that 
 























Figure 62.    Figure 5 for Puzzle 14 
 
Puzzle 15  
 
 
We can take the first 29 steps as  
 
shown in Figure 64 for the  
 
puzzle of Figure 63. 
 









  Figure 63.    Figure 1 for Puzzle 15 
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 1* 4*  37 633  544  
634 928 730 2* 538 141 439 3* 842 
 319 536 7*  440  1/6  
9* 216 318 12 731 532 8* 412 6* 
49 821 110 3*  620 2*    
537 729 635 43   1* 214 34 
7* 6* 215  1*  35 843 413 
111 526 825 624 4* 36 9* 723 217 
3* 48 927  21 722  6/1  
852 1* 4* 948 37 633 254 544 755 
634 928 730 2* 538 141 439 3* 842 
253 319 536 7* 849 440 660 162 963 
9* 216 318 12 731 532 8* 412 6* 
49 821 110 3*  620 2* 756 958 557 
537 729 635 43 950 851 1* 214 34 
7* 6* 215 545 1* 946 35 843 413 
111 526 825 624 4* 36 9* 723 217 
3* 48 927 847 21 722 559 661 164 
    4*   7*  
6* 5*        
 2*        
   3*   6*  8* 
1*     7*     
      2*   
     2* 5* 3*  
7*   8*      




  2152c1  76r4: 7c3b1 
 
  410c4       413c2 
 
  115b8  316r6: 3c2b3 
 
  819b9       621522c8     
 













As shown in Figure 65, we  
 
can take  
 

























Figure 65.    Figure 3 for Puzzle 15  
 
 
The puzzle can be completed  
 
with the help of the following  
 
annotations in Figure 66. 
 
931g       
 




  135r3: 47(23)(33)    
 
 Figure 66.    Figure 4 for Puzzle 15  
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330    4*   7* 25 
6* 5*  125 24   923 326 
 2*      621 524 
21 76  3*   6* 414 8* 
1* 213  23 7*  327 522 928 
52  316 410   2* 115 77 
   719  2* 5* 3* 412 
7*  520 8*  411 929 218  
4*  219    78 817  
330   5/6 4* 6/5  7* 25 
6* 5*  125 24   923 326 
 2*      621 524 
21 76  3*   6* 414 8* 
1* 213  23 7*  327 522 928 
52  316 410   2* 115 77 
   719  2* 5* 3* 412 
7* 3? 520 8*  411 929 218  
4* 3? 219    78 817  
330 956 157 650 4* 551 837 7* 25 
6* 5* 739 125 24 840 436 923 326 
834 2* 438 932 342 741 135 621 524 
21 76 931 3* 554 153 6* 414 8* 
1* 213 846 23 7* 648 327 522 928 
52 647 316 410 845 949 2* 115 77 
933 855 658 719 160 2* 5* 3* 412 
7* 344 520 8* 662 411 929 218 161 
4* 159 219 552 963 343 78 817 664 
Puzzle 16 
 
We can take the first 18 steps for  
 
the puzzle in Figure 68 as shown   
 
in Figure 67. 
 








Figure 67.    Figure 1 for Puzzle 16 
 













   
       
 















   
       
 
Figure 69.    Figure 3 for Puzzle 16 
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 6*  5*  4*    
      8*  1* 
2*   1*      
 2*   7*   3*  
     8*   2*  
5*         
4*      5*   
    3*     
   6*      
 6*  5* 98 4*    
918   712 22 315 8* 64 1* 
2*   1* 63 81  516  
 2*  914 7*   3*  
   313 8*   2*  
5*   211 46     
4*   810 17  5*   
   49 3*     
   6* 55   417  
1/8 6* 8/1 5* 98 4*    
918   712 22 315 8* 64 1* 
2*   1* 63 81  516  
 2*  914 7*   3*  
   313 8*   2*  
5*   211 46     
4*   810 17  5*   
   49 3*     








  319c1321222723r1: 18(11)(13) 
 
   




in Figure 70. 
       
 








in Figure 71. 
 
 
Figure 71.    Figure 5 for Puzzle 16 
 
 
After the next 9 steps, we shall  
 
encounter a stalemate as  
 











Figure 72.    Figure 6 for Puzzle 16 
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 6*  5* 98 4*    
918   712 22 315 8* 64 1* 
2*   1* 63 81  516  
 2*  914 7*   3*  
   313 8*   2*  
5*   211 46     
4*   810 17  5*  320 
   49 3*     
319   6* 55   417  
1/8 6* 8/1 5* 98 4* 321 723 222 
918   712 22 315 8* 64 1* 
2*   1* 63 81  516  
 2*  914 7*   3*  
   313 8*   2*  
5*   211 46     
4*   810 17  5*  320 
   49 3*     
319   6* 55   417  
 6*  5* 98 4* 321 723 222 
918   712 22 315 8* 64 1* 
2* 329 728 1* 63 81  516  
632 2*  914 7*   3*  
731   313 8*   2*  
5*  330 211 46     
4* 727 625 810 17 226 5* 924 320 
   49 3*     
319   6* 55   417  
 
 
As shown in Figure 73,  
 
we can take 
 
833c8: 8(68) 











Figure 73.    Figure 7 for Puzzle 16 
 
 
















Figure 74.    Figure 8 for Puzzle 16 
 
Puzzle 17  
 
We can take the first 27 steps in  
 




 42b4    73b1   7455r1: 7c5b5 
 
 86b4    111212c5    314r5       
 
315516b5: 3c6b4        
 
517718319r7     226c2 
Figure 75.    Figure 1 for Puzzle 17 
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1(3) 6* 8(4) 5* 98 4* 321 723 222 
918   712 22 315 8* 64 1* 
2* 329 728 1* 63 81  516  
632 2* No8 914 7* No8 No8 3* No8 
731   313 8*   2*  
5*  330 211 46   8(1)  
4* 727 625 810 17 226 5* 924 320 
   49 3*   1(2)  
319   6* 55   417  
835 6* 136 5* 98 4* 321 723 222 
918 445 546 712 22 315 8* 64 1* 
2* 329 728 1* 63 81 943 516 442 
632 2* 851 914 7* 139 441 3* 650 
731 138 444 313 8* 548 655 2* 954 
5* 952 330 211 46 649 758 134 857 
4* 727 625 810 17 226 5* 924 320 
137 547 962 49 3* 761 259 833 656 
319 853 263 6* 55 964 140 417 760 
2*  4* 6*      
    4*  7*   
8*      5*   
     8* 3*   
   1*   2*    
 7*      4*  
       8* 1* 
 5*   3*     
















Figure 76.    Figure 2 for Puzzle 17 
 





















The first seventeen moves in  
 
Figure 79 for the puzzle in  
 








Figure 78.    Figure 1 for Puzzle 18 
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2*  4* 6* 55 74    
320  524 86 4* 922 7*   
8*  73 213 111 321 5*  41 
525 226  42  8* 3* 128  
410 87 314 1*   2*    
 7*  315  516 2/8 4* 8/2 
718 319  517 212   8* 1* 
 5*   3*     
 423 227  87     
2* 933 4* 6* 55 74 129 336 835 
320 130 524 86 4* 922 7* 242 643 
8* 632 73 213 111 321 5* 73 41 
525 226 651 42 756 8* 3* 128 957 
410 87 314 1*  959 2* 658 755 539 
952 7* 131 315 660 516 841 4* 241 
718 319 950 517 212 649 447 8* 1* 
146 5* 88 962 3* 445 244 654 761 
653 423 227 763 87 148 964 538 339 
 1*     7*   
 3*  9*      
       8*  
6*        9* 
  2*      4*  
    1*     
2*   8*  4*    
   5*   3*   
7*      1*   
 
   
  12b6         
 
38c1     
 
  311b8         
 
715b6     
 
  916b7         
 




Figure 79.    Figure 2 for Puzzle 18 
 
 
We can see from Figure 80 that 
 












Figure 80.    Figure 3 for Puzzle 18 
 
 
We see from Figure 81 that  
 
the entire column 8 can be  
 









Figure 81.    Figure 4 for Puzzle 18 
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 1*     7* 312  
 3*  9*   417  17 
 21  16  313 916 8*  
6*   314    15 9* 
14  2*      4* 311 
38    1*     
2*  13 8* 310 4*    
   5* 715 12 3*   
7*  39    1*   
 1*     7* 312 219 
 3*  9*   417  17 
 21  16  313 916 8*  
6*   314    15 9* 
14  2*      4* 311 
38    1*     
2*  13 8* 310 4*    
   5* 715 12 3* 218 4/8 
7*  39    1*  8/4 
 1*     7* 312 219 
 3*  9*   417 
 17 
 21  16  313 916 8*  
6*   314    15 9* 
14 
 2*      4* 311 
38    1*  
   
2*  13 8* 310 4* 
   
   5* 715 12 3* 218  




Notice that the terminating  
 
move 523(98) in Figure 82 was  
 







Figure 82.    Figure 5 for Puzzle 18 
 
We can now complete the  
 
puzzle in Figure 83 with the  
 


















We can take to the twenty-ninth  
 
step in Figure 85 for the puzzle  
 




   
  
 
Figure 84.    Figure 1 for Puzzle 19 
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 1*     7* 312 219 
 3*  9*   417 622 17 
 21  16  313 916 8*  
6*   314    15 9* 
14  2*      4* 311 
38    1*   721  
2*  13 8* 310 4*  920  
   5* 715 12 3* 218  
7*  39    1* 523  
935 1* 634 440 857 558 7* 312 219 
549 3* 850 9* 232 731 417 622 17 
436 21 733 16 635 313 916 8* 525 
6* 737 554 314 444 855 243 15 9* 
14 961 2* 730  559 637 863 4* 311 
38 862 453 239 1* 960 564 721 628 
2* 524 13 8* 310 4* 627 920 726 
847 629 945 5* 715 12 3* 218 446 
7* 451 39 638 942 241 1* 523 852 
6* 3*  2*      
       8* 1* 
         
    8* 1*    
  2*      4*  
    5*     
1* 5*     3*   
4*   7*      
     8* 6*   
 
 
11r1     25b5   56b6
          
88b3    410511712b9 
 
213414r7: 4c4b5   
 
915g     716g     
 








Figure 85.    Figure 2 for Puzzle 19 
 
 
As shown in Figure 85, we can take 
 






Now, we can complete the puzzle in Figure 86: 
 





















Figure 86.    Figure 3 for Puzzle 19 
 
39 
6* 3* 82 2* 13 716 418 915 519 
No5 No5 No5 57 627 326  8* 1* 
No5 No5 1(4) 81 420 921    
    8* 1*    
5(3) 1(2) 2*   717 625 8(1) 4*  
    5* 25    
1* 5* 922 623 213 414 3* 712 89 
4* 88 624 7* 329 56    
   14 928 8* 6* 511 410 
6* 3* 82 2* 13 716 418 915 519 
260 949 450 57 627 326 763 8* 1* 
534 759 133 81 420 921 264 344 647 
755 451 535 353 8* 1* 941 645 257 
830 132 2* 142 717 625 531 4* 343 
948 646 354 452 5* 25 836 137 758 
1* 5* 922 623 213 414 3* 712 89 
4* 88 624 7* 329 56 138 240 939 




The first eighteen moves as  
 
shown in Figure 88 for the  
 










Figure 87.    Figure 1 for Puzzle 20 
 
 
   
 
1182r1         
 
2899b8     
 







Figure 88.    Figure 2 for Puzzle 20 
 
 











Figure 89.    Figure 3 for Puzzle 20 
40 
   7* 6*  3*   
  1*       
8*         
 2*   9*     
        4* 1* 
      5*  8* 
 3*     2* 7*  
4*   6*  1*    
         
   7* 6* 82 3* 11  
  1*       
8*    17     
512 2* 810 16 9* 411    
       99 4* 1* 
914 15 413 317 716 615 5* 28 8* 
14 3*     2* 7*  
4*   6*  1*    
     718 13   
 419  7* 6* 82 3* 11  
  1*       
8*    17     
512 2* 810 16 9* 411    
       99 4* 1* 
914 15 413 317 716 615 5* 28 8* 
14 3*     2* 7* 4? 
4*   6*  1*    
     718 13  4? 
 
Three grid moves in couple  
 
with basic moves can take us to  
 
the twentysixth move as shown  
 









Figure 90.    Figure 4 for Puzzle 20 
 
 
As can be seen in Figure 91,  
 
we have  
 










































Figure 92.    Figure 6 for Puzzle 20 
41 
220 419  7* 6* 82 3* 11  
  1*     826  
8*    17     
512 2* 810 16 9* 411    
       99 4* 1* 
914 15 413 317 716 615 5* 28 8* 
14 3*     2* 7* 622 
4*   6*  1* 824   
621 825    718 13  423 
220 419 No# 7* 6* 82 3* 11  
  1*     826  
8*    17     
512 2* 810 16 9* 411    
       99 4* 1* 
914 15 413 317 716 615 5* 28 8* 
14 3*     2* 7* 622 
4* 7(1) 5/9 6*  1* 824   
621 825 9/5   718 13  423 
220 419 5/9 7* 6* 82 3* 11 9/5 
  1*     826  
8*    17     
512 2* 810 16 9* 411    
       99 4* 1* 
914 15 413 317 716 615 5* 28 8* 
14 3* 9/5   5/9 2* 7* 622 
4* 5/9 727 6* 229 1* 824 9/5  




The next eighteen moves are  
 
shown in Figure 93, with the  
 






















Figure 94.    Figure 8 for Puzzle 20 
 
 




followed by the basic moves  
 















Figure 95.    Figure 9 for Puzzle 20 
42 
220 419 5/9 7* 6* 82 3* 11 9/5 
737 634 1*  549 340 444 826  
8*  339 445 17  743 633  
512 2* 810 16 9* 411 641 332 742 
336 738 635   848  99 4* 1* 
914 15 413 317 716 615 5* 28 8* 
14 3* 9/5 847 446 5/9 2* 7* 622 
4* 5/9 727 6* 229 1* 824 9/5 331 
621 825 228 9/5 330 718 13 5/9 423 
220 419 5/9 7* 6* 82 3* 11 9/5 
737 634 1*  549 340 444 826  
8* 9/5 339 445 17  743 633 5/9 
512 2* 810 16 9* 411 641 332 742 
336 738 635   848  99 4* 1* 
914 15 413 317 716 615 5* 28 8* 
14 3* 9/5 847 446 5/9 2* 7* 622 
4* 5/9 727 6* 229 1* 824 9/5 331 
621 825 228 9/5 330 718 13 5/9 423 
220 419 957 7* 6* 82 3* 11 561 
737 634 1* 951 549 340 444 826 250 
8* 558 339 445 17 252 743 633 962 
512 2* 810 16 9* 411 641 332 742 
336 738 635 253  848 554 99 4* 1* 
914 15 413 317 716 615 5* 28 8* 
14 3* 556 847 446 955 2* 7* 622 
4* 559 727 6* 229 1* 824 563 331 
621 825 228 560 330 718 13 964 423 
Puzzle 21 
 
   
We can readily fill with basic  
 
moves to the thirty-nineth step as  
 
shown in Figure 97 for the  
 








Figure 96.    Figure 1 for Puzzle 21 
 
 
21b3  2354c4 
 











Figure 97.    Figure 2 for Puzzle 21 
 
From Figure 97, we have 
 







  642c3. 
 
 




Figure 98.    Figure 3 for Puzzle 21 
43 
3*   1*   8*   
  2*   6*    
   4*      
    8*  1*   
  5*       2* 
   7*      
1* 3*      4*  
 8*    5*    
    2*     
3* 510 6(3) 1*  213 8*  431 
815 430 2* 54  6*   126 
  121 4*  812 59 214  
433 6(2) 317 23 8* 936 1* 58  
 122 5* 634  429 335  818 2* 
 25 816 7* 56 123 432 6(1)  
1* 3* 939 820 638 737 22 4* 57 
21 8* 427  124 5* 640   
511 No6 No6  2* 428  124 819 
3* 510 743 1* 945 213 8* 641 431 
815 430 2* 54 362 6* 761 955 126 
651 950 121 4* 763 812 59 214 364 
433 649 317 23 8* 936 1* 58 748 
746 122 5* 634  429 335 947 818 2* 
952 25 816 7* 56 123 432 354 653 
1* 3* 939 820 638 737 22 4* 57 
21 8* 427 358 124 5* 640 756 957 
511 744 642 959 2* 428 360 124 819 
Puzzle 22 
 
   
We can readily fill with basic  
 
moves to the seventeenth step as  
 
shown in Figure 100 for the  
 







Figure 99.    Figure 1 for Puzzle 22 
 
73b7  45b4  
 
76r4  210c2  
 
  112913414r4  115216r7 
 




  318(78)g: 19(37)(39) 
→68c8b7. 
  
Figure 100.    Figure 2 for Puzzle 22 
 
We can now complete the  
 
puzzle in Figure 101 with the  
 
help of the annotations: 
 




  829r4 132c6 
 
  834b7 336c4 
 
  539b1 847c2. 
 
Figure 101.    Figure 3 for Puzzle 22 
44 
     9* 5*  3* 
2*      4*   
7*         
 3*     6*   
   1* 2*     
   9* 7*     
 5*   4*     
   2*    7*  
       1*  
   74  9* 5* 22 3* 
2*      4* 6/8 73 
7*   45  21 1/9 8/6 9/1 
112 3* 76   414 6* 913 211 
   1* 2*  79   
 210  9* 7*     
 5* 115  4* 78 216   
   2*    7*  
 77 217     1*  
856 145 455 74 642 9* 5* 22 3* 
2* 944 539 337 143 831 4* 635 12 
7* 641 338 45 540 21 121 834 925 
112 3* 76 530 829 414 6* 913 211 
651 448 946 1* 2* 322 79 550 824 
552 210 853 9* 7* 623 319 449 120 
926 5* 115 827 4* 78 216 318 628 
459 847 654 2* 361 132 963 7* 557 




We can readily fill with basic  
 
moves to the thirty-second step  
 
as shown in Fgure 103 for the  
 











3283r4     45r7  
 
111b6: 1r9b8    612b2  
 
  217c7          818b1 
 











From Figure 104, we have 
 




  534c1 
 





Figure 104.    Figure 3 for Puzzle 23 
45 
7* 6*        
      4*  8* 
    1*     
   6* 4*  1*   
3*       5*   
  8*       
   5*    2* 3* 
     3*  6*  
 4*        
7* 6*  410 822  316   
 319   524 628 4*  8* 
49 818  320 1*  615   
   6* 4* 83 1* 32  
3*  48    126 5* 84 614 
612 127 8*  321 525 217 47  
130  613 5*  45 832 2* 3* 
831   111  3*  6* 46 
 4* 31 823 629     
7* 6* 5? 410 822  316   
 319   524 628 4*  8* 
49 818 5? 320 1*  615   
   6* 4* 83 1* 32  
3*  48    126 5* 84 614 
612 127 8*  321 525 217 47  
130  613 5*  45 832 2* 3* 
831   111  3*  6* 46 





















From Figure 106, we have 
 
  235c4: 2(24) 
       →2(96) 
       →No2c1 
 







Figure 106.    Figure 5 for Puzzle 23 
 
 
We can now complete the  
 












Figure 107.    Figure 6 for Puzzle 23 
46 
7* 6*  410 822  316   
 319   524 628 4*  8* 
49 818  320 1*  615   
534   6* 4* 83 1* 32  
3*  48    126 5* 84 614 
612 127 8*  321 525 217 47  
130  613 5*  45 832 2* 3* 
831 533  111  3*  6* 46 
 4* 31 823 629     
7* 6*  410 822  316   
No2 319  2(1) 524 628 4*  8* 
49 818  320 1*  615   
534   6* 4* 83 1* 32  
3*  48    126 5* 84 614 
612 127 8*  321 525 217 47  
130  613 5*  45 832 2* 3* 
831 533  111  3*  6* 46 
No2 4* 31 823 629 2(2)    
7* 6* 160 410 822 256 316 954 562 
938 319 259 741 524 628 4* 161 8* 
49 818 558 320 1* 955 615 753 257 
534 239 744 6* 4* 83 1* 32 949 
3* 943 48 235  742 126 5* 84 614 
612 127 8* 940 321 525 217 47 750 
130 745 613 5* 947 45 832 2* 3* 
831 533 946 111 236 3* 751 6* 46 
237 4* 31 823 629 748 952 563 164 
Puzzle 24 
 
We can readily fill with basic  
 
moves to the fifteenth step as  
 
shown in Figure 109 for the  
 

























Figure 109.    Figure 2 for Puzzle 24 
 
 




Thus we have 
 
  216c1: 56(46)(66)→2r5b5, 
 






Figure 110.    Figure 3 for Puzzle 24 
47 
 2*  6*  8*  7*  
        3* 
   5*      
1*    3*  4*   
 6*      5*   
    4*     
   2*    8*  
4*  3*       
7*         
33 2* 55 6*  8*  7* 44 
   413    515 3* 
 414  5*  37    
1*    3*  4*   
 6* 41     5* 39  
 36   4*     
   2*  412 310 8*  
4*  3*       
7*  22 38    411  
33 2* 55 6*  8*  7* 44 
   413    515 3* 
 414  5*  37    
1*    3* 5/6 4*   
 6* 41   2? 2? 5* 39  
 36   4* 6/5    
   2*  412 310 8*  
4*  3*       
7*  22 38    411  
 
The next nine steps are basic as  
 
shown in Figure111: 
 




  621b5           
 





Figure 111.    Figure 4 for Puzzle 24 




















From Figure 112, we have 
 











Figure 113.    Figure 6 for Puzzle 24 
48 
33 2* 55 6*  8*  7* 44 
 722  413    515 3* 
 414  5* 723 37    
1* 518   3* 621 4*   
 6* 41     5* 39  
216 36   4* 517 725   
519  620 2*  412 310 8* 724 
4*  3*       
7*  22 38    411  
33 2* 55 6* 1/9 8*  7* 44 
 722  413 9/1 2(1)  515 3* 
 414  5* 723 37    
1* 518   3* 621 4*   
 6* 41     5* 39  
216 36   4* 517 725   
519  620 2* No# 412 310 8* 724 
4*  3*       
7*  22 38    411  
33 2* 55 6*  8*  7* 44 
 722  413 226   515 3* 
 414  5* 723 37    
1* 518   3* 621 4*   
 6* 41 728   227 5* 39  
216 36   4* 517 725   
519  620 2*  412 310 8* 724 
4*  3*   729    
7*  22 38    411  
 
 
From Figure 114, we have 
 
  130931r5: 19(15)(75), 
 
followed by ten more steps as 
 













  68c1b1c7b7 
 




  642(97)c7: u68c1b1c7b7 
 








We can now complete the  
 












Figure 116.    Figure 9 for Puzzle 24 
49 
33 2* 55 6* 1/9 8*  7* 44 
 722  413 226   515 3* 
 414  5* 723 37    
1* 518   3* 621 4*   
 6* 41 728   227 5* 39  
216 36   4* 517 725   
519  620 2* 9/1 412 310 8* 724 
4*  3*   729    
7*  22 38    411  
33 2* 55 6*  8*  7* 44 
6/8 722  413 226  8/6 515 3* 
8/6 414  5* 723 37 6/8   
1* 518 736 934 3* 621 4* 240 839 
931 6* 41 728  832 227 5* 39 130 
216 36 837 133 4* 517 725   
519  620 2*  412 310 8* 724 
4*  3* 835  729 241   
7* 838 22 38    411  
33 2* 55 6* 148 8* 949 7* 44 
659 722 155 413 226 947 858 515 3* 
860 414 954 5* 723 37 157 662 261 
1* 518 736 934 3* 621 4* 240 839 
931 6* 41 728  832 227 5* 39 130 
216 36 837 133 4* 517 725 963 664 
519 144 620 2* 946 412 310 8* 724 
4* 945 3* 835 645 729 241 143 552 

















Figure 117.    Figure 1 for Puzzle 25 
 
 
As shown in Figure 118 for the  
 




  12r1: 57(16)(26) 
 






Figure 118.    Figure 2 for Puzzle 25 
We can now complete the  
 














Figure 119.    Figure 3 for Puzzle 25 
50 
    3*  8*   
1*    2*     
5*  7*       
 6*  5*   4*   
   1*    3*   
  4*      2* 
   7*    1*  
3* 4*        
         
41    3* 5/7 8*   
1*    2* 7/5    
5*  7*       
 6*  5*   4*   
   1*    3*   
  4*      2* 
   7*    1*  
3* 4*        
         
41 221 612 922 3* 519 8* 720 12 
1* 959 37 861 2* 724 651 437 557 
5* 860 7* 438 149 662 223 311 958 
229 6* 14 5* 940 38 4* 841 726 
855 713 515 1*  432 228 3* 953 654 
956 36 4* 663 725 864 13 516 2* 
618 514 233 7* 835 434 936 1* 310 
3* 4* 944 230 548 150 727 652 842 
717 15 841 39 647 945 546 231 439 
Puzzle 26 
 
We can readily fill with basic  
 
moves to the sixth step as shown  
 



























Figure 121.    Figure 2 for Puzzle 26 
 
We can now complete the  
 
puzzle in Figure 122 with the  
 











Figure 122.    Figure 3 for Puzzle 26 
51 
2* 7*     3*  1* 
3*   4*      
   6*      
 6* 8*     5*  
     1*     
 5*        
1*    2*  7*   
  4* 5*      
         
2* 7* 65  56  3* 44 1* 
3*   4*      
   6*      
 6* 8*    13 5*  
 2/3 3/2   1* 51    
 5* 12       
1*    2*  7*   
  4* 5*      
  77       
2* 7* 65 957 56 856 3* 44 1* 
3* 118 943 4* 724 223 541 846 645 
816 417 542 6* 322 119 238 737 944 
736 6* 8* 329 454 955 13 5* 231 
450 310 28 734  1* 51 648 947 851 
949 5* 12 230 853 633 452 328 735 
1* 959 39 858 2* 414 7* 615 513 
612 240 4* 5* 961 725 862 121 326 
511 860 77 120 632 327 963 239 464 
Puzzle 27 
 
   
We can readily fill with basic  
 
moves to the twenty-sixth step as  
 
shown in Figure 124 for the  
 






Figure 123.    Figure 1 for Puzzle 27 
 
3152r2  84r1 
 
410c1  212513c3   
 
417r7  618b3 
 
622b4  624r1: 6c9b8. 
 
 




  727c6: 25(84)(96). 
 
Figure 124.    Figure 2 for Puzzle 27 
 
 
We can now complete the  
 
puzzle in Figure 125 with the  
 











Figure 125.    Figure 3 for Puzzle 27 
52 
1*   3* 5*     
  6*     8* 4* 
         
    2*  3*   
 8* 4*        
   7*      
5* 2*     7*   
3*     8*    
   6*      
1*  84 3* 5* 411 626   
 31 6*   727 52 8* 4* 
410 514 212  89 622    
  513 88 2*  3* 416  
 8* 4*   623 324    
  33 7* 415  87   
5* 2*  417 325  7* 621 86 
3* 618  2/5  8* 420   
85 419  6*  5/2    
1* 731 84 3* 5* 411 626 962 261 
330 31 6* 228 129 727 52 8* 4* 
410 514 212 932 89 622 140 751 352 
644 147 513 88 2* 937 3* 416 746 
745 8* 4* 136 623 324 241 563 964 
243 948 33 7* 415 534 87 150 649 
5* 2* 939 417 325 138 7* 621 86 
3* 618 756 535 954 8* 420 260 159 
85 419 157 6* 755 233 942 353 558 
Puzzle 28 
 
   
 
We can readily fill with basic  
 
moves to the forty-first step as  
 
shown in Figure 127 for the  
 






Figure 126.    Figure 1 for Puzzle 28 
 
 
12c1        29b6 
 
311812b8    413r8    
 
514c1  517418c4 
 
420r2  524625r5 
 
232r7  338639r1 
 












  842b1: 36(32)(33) 
 







Figure 128.    Figure 3 for Puzzle 28 
53 
 5* 1*       
   6*   3*   
         
6*   2*    4* 7* 
3*         2* 
 4*      1*  
    5* 1*    
2*      8*   
    4*     
 5* 1* 418  338 232 639 823 
420 235  6* 15 840 3*  519 
   517 234  14  421 
6* 17 830 2* 327 526 929 4* 7* 
3*   16  625 48 524 812 2* 
514 4* 21  841  628 1* 311 
    5* 1* 422 236  
2*  413   631 8* 516 13 
12  515  4* 29 733 337  
 5* 1* 418  338 232 639 823 
420 235  6* 15 840 3*  519 
842 3/6 6/3 517 234  14  421 
6* 17 830 2* 327 526 929 4* 7* 
3*   16  625 48 524 812 2* 
514 4* 21  841  628 1* 311 
    5* 1* 422 236  
2*  413   631 8* 516 13 
12  515  4* 29 733 337  
 
 

















We can now complete the puzzle  
 
in Figure 130 with the help of  
 















We can readily fill with basic  
 
moves to the tenth step as shown  
 






    
 
 
Figure 131.    Figure 1 for Puzzle 29 
54 
7/9 5* 1* 418 9/7 338 232 639 823 
420 235 9/7 6* 15 840 3*  519 
842   517 234  14  421 
6* 17 830 2* 327 526 929 4* 7* 
3*   16  625 48 524 812 2* 
514 4* 21  841  628 1* 311 
9/7    5* 1* 422 236  
2* 343 413  7/9 631 8* 516 13 
12  515  4* 29 733 337  
949 5* 1* 417 757 337 231 638 822 
419 234 755 6* 15 839 3* 963 518 
841 645 343 516 233 958 14 764 420 
6* 17 829 2* 326 525 928 4* 7* 
3* 753 954 16  624 48 523 811 2* 
513 4* 21 960 840 759 627 1* 310 
750 851 667 344 5* 1* 421 235 948 
2* 342 412 761 962 630 8* 515 13 
12 952 514 856 4* 29 732 336 647 
   1*  7* 3*   
9*       1*  
8*   4*      
    8*    2* 
 1*     4*   
    9*     
   3*   5*   
 7*   6*     

















Figure 132.    Figure 2 for Puzzle 29 
 
 




  711c5: 14(75)(95) 
 
 
and continue to fill with basic  
 
moves to the nineteenth step as  
 












  220g 
 
  121g, 
 
we can proceed to the twenty- 
 
fifth step as in Figure 134 
 
  424325b5. 
 
Figure 134.    Figure 4 for Puzzle 29 
55 
   1*  7* 3* 94 83 
9*  72     1* 49 
8*  11 4*  98    
    8*    2* 
 1* 86    4*  910 
    9*  85   
 87  3*   5*   
 7*   6*     
       8*  
   1*  7* 3* 94 83 
9*  72 815  619  1* 49 
8*  11 4*  98    
 918   8*    2* 
 1* 86  711  4*  910 
    9*  85   
 87 917 3* 1/4  5*   
 7*  913 6* 814    
   712 4/1  916 8*  
   1*  7* 3* 94 83 
9*  72 815  619 220 1* 49 
8*  11 4*  98    
 918   8* 123   2* 
 1* 86  711 325 4*  910 
    9* 424 85  122 
 87 917 3*   5*   
 7*  913 6* 814 121   








  726627328b9: 24(78)(88) 
 
























Figure 136.    Figure 6 for Puzzle 29 
We can now complete the puzzle  
 








  240r3 
 
  445c2 
 
  651r5. 
 
Figure 137.    Figure 7 for Puzzle 29 
56 
   1*  7* 3* 94 83 
9*  72 815  619 220 1* 49 
8*  11 4*  98    
 918   8* 123   2* 
 1* 86  711 325 4*  910 
    9* 424 85  122 
 87 917 3*   5* 2/4  
 7*  913 6* 814 121 4/2  
   712   916 8*  
   1*  7* 3* 94 83 
9*  72 815  619 220 1* 49 
8*  11 4*  98    
 918   8* 123   2* 
 1* 86  711 325 4*  910 
    9* 424 85  122 
 87 917 3*   5* 2/4 726 
 7*  913 6* 814 121 4/2 328 
   712   916 8* 627 
248 445 647 1* 543 7* 3* 94 83 
9* 542 72 815 341 619 220 1* 49 
8* 344 11 4* 240 98 656 757 529 
359 918 454 663 8* 123 758 564 2* 
552 1* 86 250 711 325 4* 651 910 
760 646 249 562 9* 424 85 361 122 
630 87 917 3* 132 235 5* 436 726 
455 7* 553 913 6* 814 121 237 328 





We can readily fill with basic  
 
moves to the twelveth step as  
 
shown in Figure 139 for the  
 









































Figure 140.    Figure 3 for Puzzle 30 
57 
 6*  4*  7*    
    2*   8*  
 1*        
   5*   1*  6* 
8*     3*     
      4*   
   1*   5*   
3*       9*  
2*         
 6* 811 4* 14 7*    
    2*   8* 15 
 1* 212     68 49 
   5*   1*  6* 
8*     3* 13    
11      4*   
62   1*   5* 410  
3*  17     9*  
2*       16  
916 6* 811 4* 14 7*  5? 5? 
413    2*   8* 15 
514 1* 212     68 49 
715   5* 4? 4? 1*  6* 
8*     3* 13    
11      4*   
62   1*   5* 410  
3*  17     9*  
2*       16  
 
 
We can continue to fill with  
 
basic moves to the fortieth step  
 
as shown in Figure 142 for the  
 








Figure 141.    Figure 4 for Puzzle 30 
818b8    919520c9 
 
323r1: 3c6b8   226b8        
 








  441642c5: 57(85)(95) 
 
in the Figure 143. 
 

















Figure 143.    Figure 6 for Puzzle 30 
58 
916 6* 811 4* 14 7* 323 224 520 
413 738 335 622 2* 521 925 8* 15 
514 1* 212    717 68 49 
715 240 937 5*   1* 327 6* 
8* 429 628 731 3* 13 226 530 919 
11 339 534    4* 732 818 
62  736 1*   5* 410  
3*  17     9*  
2*  433     16  
916 6* 811 4* 14 7* 323 224 520 
413 738 335 622 2* 521 925 8* 15 
514 1* 212    717 68 49 
715 240 937 5*   1* 327 6* 
8* 429 628 731 3* 13 226 530 919 
11 339 534    4* 732 818 
62  736 1*   5* 410  
3*  17  5/7   9*  
2*  433  7/5   16  
916 6* 811 4* 14 7* 323 224 520 
413 738 335 622 2* 521 925 8* 15 
514 1* 212    717 68 49 
715 240 937 5* 441 843 1* 327 6* 
8* 429 628 731 3* 13 226 530 919 
11 339 534  642  4* 732 818 
62  736 1*   5* 410  
3*  17   444 646 9*  
2*  433   645 847 16  
 



















We can omplete the puzzle in  
 


















   
We can readily fill with basic  
 
moves to the twenty-forth step as  
 
shown in Figure 147 for the  
 






























Figure 146.    Figure 1 for Puzzle 31 
59 
916 6* 811 4* 14 7* 323 224 520 
413 738 335 622 2* 521 925 8* 15 
514 1* 212 8(2)  3(3) 717 68 49 
715 240 937 5* 441 843 1* 327 6* 
8* 429 628 731 3* 13 226 530 919 
11 339 534  642  4* 732 818 
62  736 1* 8(1) 2(5) 5* 410 3(4) 
3*  17 No#  444 646 9*  
2*  433   645 847 16  
916 6* 811 4* 14 7* 323 224 520 
413 738 335 622 2* 521 925 8* 15 
514 1* 212 958 854 357 717 68 49 
715 240 937 5* 441 843 1* 327 6* 
8* 429 628 731 3* 13 226 530 919 
11 339 534 262 642 961 4* 732 818 
62 848 736 1* 949 260 5* 410 359 
3* 551 17 863 753 444 646 9* 264 
2* 950 433 356 552 645 847 16 755 
6*   3*      
  5*     7*  
      2*   
   2*   1*  6* 
  8*     3*   
 7*   5*     
 4*   7*   8*  
1*   6*      
         
 
71b8      87r4  38b5 
  
69r6      113b2    416c3 
 
817b3     518c2  223r5 
 
 
   




  325r7: 3c9b7 
 
in Figure 148. 
 


















Figure 148.    Figure 3 for Puzzle 31 
 
 
We can now take two  
 
consecutive grid moves 
 
  926g 
 
  427g 
 
as shown in Figure 149 and  
 
















Figure 149.    Figure 4 for Puzzle 31 
60 
6*  74 3*      
  5*     7*  
  114 73   2* 612  
319 518 416 2* 87 72 1* 920 6* 
223 113 8*     3* 522 71 
924 7* 69 115 5* 38    
521 4*   7*  611 8*  
1* 817  6*   76   
75 610        
6*  74 3*      
  5*     7* 3? 
  114 73   2* 612 3? 
319 518 416 2* 87 72 1* 920 6* 
223 113 8*     3* 522 71 
924 7* 69 115 5* 38    
521 4* 325  7*  611 8*  
1* 817  6*   76   
75 610        
6*  74 3*      
  5*     7*  
  114 73   2* 612  
319 518 416 2* 87 72 1* 920 6* 
223 113 8* 427    3* 522 71 
924 7* 69 115 5* 38    
521 4* 325 926 7*  611 8*  
1* 817  6*   76   

















Figure 150.    Figure 5 for Puzzle 31 
 



















We can complete the puzzle in  
 












Figure 152.    Figure 7 for Puzzle 31 
61 
6*  74 3*   531  836 
434  5* 829   939 7*  
833  114 73  532 2* 612  
319 518 416 2* 87 72 1* 920 6* 
223 113 8* 427    3* 522 71 
924 7* 69 115 5* 38 837   
521 4* 325 926 7*  611 8*  
1* 817 941 6*   76  530 
75 610 242 528  835 438  940 
6*  74 3*   531 1(7) 836 
434  5* 829 1(6) 6(5) 939 7* 3(1) 
833 3(2) 114 73 9(3) 532 2* 612  
319 518 416 2* 87 72 1* 920 6* 
223 113 8* 427   9(4) 3* 522 71 
924 7* 69 115 5* 38 837   
521 4* 325 926 7*  611 8*  
1* 817 941 6*   76  530 
75 610 242 528 No1 835 438 No1 940 
6* 245 74 3* 157 958 531 448 836 
434 344 5* 829 661 262 939 7* 149 
833 946 114 73 447 532 2* 612 343 
319 518 416 2* 87 72 1* 920 6* 
223 113 8* 427  959 660 3* 522 71 
924 7* 69 115 5* 38 837 253 452 
521 4* 325 926 7* 150 611 8* 251 
1* 817 941 6* 263 464 76 356 530 





We can readily fill with basic  
 
moves to the twenty-second step  
 
as shown in Figure 154 for the  
 







Figure 153.    Figure 1 for Puzzle 32 
 








516c9      
 




Figure 154.    Figure 2 for Puzzle 32 
 
 






and continue to fill with basic  
 
moves to the twenty-ninth step  
 







Figure 155.    Figure 3 for Puzzle 32 
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      2* 5*  
8*    4*     
      1*   
6*   2*   7*   
3*         8* 
  4* 1*      
 2*  5*      
    3*   6*  
 1*        
11      2* 5* 4? 
8* 514 27  4* 12    
    26 513 1* 818 4? 
6*  515 2*  419 7* 110 320 
3*  111   517  422 29 8* 
28  4* 1*  321   516 
 2*  5* 13     
    3* 25  6* 14 
 1*       212 
11 3/6  831   2* 5* 426 
8* 514 27  4* 12 3? 3?  
424 6/3  332 26 513 1* 818  
6*  515 2*  419 7* 110 320 
3*  111   517  421 29 8* 
28  4* 1*   628 929 516 
 2*  5* 13   427  
 423   3* 25  6* 14 

















Figure 156.    Figure 4 for Puzzle 32 
 
 
We can continue to fill with  
 
basic moves to the thirty- 
 










Figure 157.    Figure 5 for Puzzle 32 
 















Figure 158.    Figure 6 for Puzzle 32 
63 
11 3/6 7/9    2* 5* 426 
8* 514 27  4* 12    
424 6/3 9/7  26 513 1* 818  
6*  515 2*  419 7* 110 320 
3*  111   517  421 29 8* 
28  4* 1*   628 929 516 
 2*  5* 13   427  
 423 830  3* 25  6* 14 
 1*  425     212 
11 333  831   2* 5* 426 
8* 514 27  4* 12 9(2)  635 
424 634  332 26 513 1* 818  
6*  515 2*  419 7* 110 320 
3*  111 636  517  421 29 8* 
28  4* 1*   628 929 516 
No# 2*  5* 13   427 9(1) 
7(4) 423 830 9(3) 3* 25 5(5) 6* 14 
 1*  425     212 
11 333 939 831 649 750 2* 5* 426 
8* 514 27 943 4* 12 342 741 635 
424 634 738 332 26 513 1* 818 937 
6* 954 515 2* 853 419 7* 110 320 
3* 755 111 636  517 956 421 29 8* 
28 852 4* 1* 751 322 628 929 516 
962 2* 346 5* 13 648 863 427 740 
561 423 830 744 3* 25 964 6* 14 





We can readily fill with basic  
 
moves to the sixteenth step as  
 
shown in Figure 160 for the  
 







Figure 159.    Figure 1 for Puzzle 33 
 




413g       414g  
 
615g  716c4. 
 
 













  718c2: u47c2b3c5b6 
 
  920c7: 9r3b4&r5b5 
   
829630r6      
 




Figure 161.    Figure 3 for Puzzle 33 
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7*    3*  8*   
   5*   2*   
         
 2* 5*  6* 8*    
        1*  
 9*        
3*      4* 7*  
1*   9*      
   2*      
7*  414 610 3* 26 8*   
95   5*   2*  712 
23   78      
413 2* 5* 12 6* 8* 716   
 7? 7? 411     1*  
 9* 11 37  717    
3* 615  89   4* 7*  
1*   9*  3/6    
54   2*  6/3    
7* 140 414 610 3* 26 8* 561 960 
95 358 657 5* 841 146 2* 452 712 
23 559 856 78 940 447 136 355 663 
413 2* 5* 12 6* 8* 716 954 353 
632 718 319 411  225 933 535 1* 834 
829 9* 11 37 531 717 630 224 426 
3* 615 921 89 142 543 4* 7* 223 
1* 850 222 9* 728 445 337 664 562 




We can take to the twenty-ninth  
 
step in Figure 163 of the puzzle  
 













41r7     23b2   6425c1 
 
29b4     210r7   311r1 
 
712313r3  214c8   715r8 
 
818c1    123b6   824r4 
 




Figure 163.    Figure 2 for Puzzle 34 
 
Then we take, in Figure 164, 
 













530g     531r7: 5c2b2. 
Figure 164.    Figure 3 for Puzzle 34 
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5* 4* 6* 1*      
     7*  3*  
 2*        
    2*  6*  4* 
7*  8*        
         
1*      8* 7*  
   4* 6*     
         
5* 4* 6* 1* 311 29 728 925 827 
818   68  7*  3*  
313 2* 712 5(5) 8(6) 9(7)  67  
919  3(2) 716 2* 5(3) 6* 824 4* 
7*  8*      226  
42  23      729 
1* 3(1) 41 210 5(4) No# 8* 7* 66 
25 715  4* 6* 822   920 
64 821   717 123  414  
5* 4* 6* 1* 311 29 728 925 827 
818   68  7*  3*  
313 2* 712     67  
919   716 2*  6* 824 4* 
7*  8*      226  
42  23      729 
1*  41 210   8* 7* 66 
25 715  4* 6* 822   920 




We can take to the thirty-second  
 
step in Figure 166 of the puzzle  
 












422r5    623724b5 
 
725r8    2264247c5 
 
831b2: 46(62)(63)   832g. 
 
   
 
 
Figure 166.    Figure 2 for Puzzle 35 
 










and we can complete the puzzle  
 
in Figure 167 
 
539c1     956r3. 
 
Figure 167.     Figure 3 for Puzzle 35 
66 
2*       5*  
  8*  3*     
    1*     
   4*   2* 6*  
 1*         
   2*      
6*      1*  3* 
4*   5*  9*    
      7*   
2*  313  427   5* 16 
15  8*  3*     
    1*   312  
314 831 5(1) 4* 9(4) 18 2* 6* No9 
 1* 21 33  8(3) 623 515 No9 422 
   2* 5(2) 724 311 17 8(5) 
6*   829 226 428 1* 930 3* 
4* 310 14 5* 725 9*    
820 219 921 12 617 39 7* 418 516 
2* 663 313 746 427 832 964 5* 16 
15 962 8* 658 3* 551 461 249 745 
738 555 457 956 1* 250 847 312 653 
314 831 735 4* 533 18 2* 6* 934 
940 1* 21 33  842 623 515 743 422 
539 459 660 2* 941 724 311 17 844 
6* 736 537 829 226 428 1* 930 3* 
4* 310 14 5* 725 9* 654 848 252 




We can take to the thirty-fifth  
 
step in Figure 169 of thepuzzle  
 









Figure 168.     Figure 1 for Puzzle 36 
 
22b3     23c6    48r1
          








417718619920r8: 15(82)(83)        
    
132b9    834b5   735c4 
 
 
Figure 169.     Figure 2 for Puzzle 36 
 















Figure 170.     Figure 3 for Puzzle 36 
67 
5*   6* 2*     
1*       4*  
        1* 
   1*  4*  7*  
2*          
     3*    
 3*     6*   
    8*  2*   
 4* 7*       
5* No8 48 6* 2* 11 714 No8 No8 
1* 27  735 325   4* 611 
712 627 326  424   26 1* 
313 8(1) 630 1*  4*  7* 25 
2*   834   628 410   
49   24  3* 133 629 8(2) 
 3* 22 423 122  6* 8(3) 731 
619   316 8* 718 2* 320 417 
 4* 7*  621 23 315 132  
5* 937 48 6* 2* 11 714 852 351 
1* 27 838 735 325 562 961 4* 611 
712 627 326 959 424 863 564 26 1* 
313 543 630 1* 945 4* 836 7* 25 
2* 740 141 834  547 628 410 350 949 
49 839 944 24 746 3* 133 629 548 
855 3* 22 423 122 960 6* 553 731 
619 142 557 316 8* 718 2* 320 417 




We can take to the twenty-fourth  
 
step in Figure 172 of thepuzzle  
 













12c1     2697b9   
 
38c5     311b7   812g    
 
113914c7: 34(57)(67)  
 
516g     617g: 57r7b9 
 
218819620r1: 57(13)(16)         
     
821r4    924c9: 9r6b5 
 
 
Figure 172.     Figure 2 for Puzzle 37 
 




which would lead to multiple  
 
solutions, we take 
 
 525b8: u57r6b8r7b9 
 
in Figure 173 and complete the  
 
puzzle with annotations 
 
633c5   735r1   247g. 
Figure 173.     Figure 3 for Puzzle 37 
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 1*  4*      
    8*  5*   
      7*   
7*   3*  4*    
   1*     2*  
8*         
2*    9*     
       4* 3* 
      6*  1* 
620 1*   4* 38  914 819 218 
    8*  5* 15  
    14  7* 311  
7*   3*  4* 113  821 
   1*   822  2* 924 
8*  115     5/7 7/5 
2*   617 9* 13 812 7/5 5/7 
12   823   26 4* 3* 
516   210 41 39 6* 97 1* 
620 1* 735 4* 38 536 914 819 218 
956 248 357 755 8* 650 5* 15 452 
453 841 542 954 14 249 7* 311 651 
7* 963 247 3* 633 4* 113 525 821 
358 543 644 1*  730 822 464 2* 924 
8* 462 115 537 234 938 361 628 729 
2* 360 459 617 9* 13 812 727 526 
12 645 946 823 532 731 26 4* 3* 
516 739 840 210 41 39 6* 97 1* 
7. EXPERIMENTAL MOVES 
 




  The annotated solutions will 
be provided in the end. 












































 8* 1* 2*      
      5*  7* 
4*         
7* 3*    5*    
        1*  
5*         
6*  2*    4*   
 7*  1* 8*     
         
   6*  1* 2*   
5*       8*  
         
    3*   4* 1* 
 7* 6*       
         
3*    5*  7*   
4*   8*      
   4*     6* 
   7* 2*  5*   
 3*      6*  
         
2*  4*       
   3*     1*  
8*       4*  
    4*  2*  7* 
 9*    1*    
      8*   
Puzzle 41 
 

















































2*    9*     
       3* 7* 
       5*  
   1*  5* 6*   
4*       9*   
     3*    
   8* 2*     
1* 5*        
 7* 3*       
   4*  1*  2*  
 8* 5*       
         
    2*  5*  6* 
1* 4*        
      8*   
3*   7*    4*  
  6*  8*  2*   
         
 4*    1*    
 6*      3*  
       5*  
5*   2*    8*  
3*   4*    9*   
   6*      
      4*  2* 
    5*  1*   
    8*     
Puzzle 44 
 

















































 6*  2*     4* 
    7*  1*   
         
 4*      6*  
1*     9*     
      3*   
7*  1*    5*   
   6*  4*  2*  
   8*      
1*      8*   
   2* 5*     
   7*      
3*    1* 8*    
       7* 2* 
      6*   
  7* 4*    5*  
 6*    3*    
      1*   
3*    1*     
 6*      2*  
      7*   
1*       8* 3* 
   7*   2*    
  4* 6*      
 7*  2*   5*   
      4*   
        1* 
Puzzle 47 
 

















































    8*   4*  
 2* 7*       
        6* 
   7*   3*   
6*         8* 
   5*      
 3*   6* 1*    
1*      7* 5*  
      2*   
3*     1*    
 2*      7*  
         
 7*  5* 4*     
      6* 1*  
   2*      
6*  1*    3*   
   7* 8*    5* 
9*         
 8*      6*  
     1*    
   4*      
4*      5* 8*  
1*  3* 7*       
         
2*      4*  7* 
 5*   8*     



















































 7*   3*   4*  
1*        8* 
         
    5*  7* 3*  
  8* 4* 6*     
9*         
   8*  1*    
 5*     2*   
   9*      
6*   2*      
8*       9*  
       1*  
2*   4*   6*   
 9*   3*     
      2*   
 1*   9*     
   5*     8* 
  3*    7*   
 1* 2*       
   4*    8*  
  5*       
    2* 1* 5*   
4*      6*  3*  
         
 6*     2*   
   3* 8*     
3*   7*      















































  1*  3*     
       4* 9* 
        5* 
    2*  8* 3*  
7* 5*         
      1*   
6* 4*  5*      
   9*  1*    
2*         
8*   3*      
       2* 4* 
         
1*     7* 3*   
  4*       6* 
   1*      
5*      8* 1*  
 2*   4* 6*    
    9*     
2*     3*    
 9*      7*  
       1*  
4*  3*    8*   
   1*       
      2*   
 6*  7* 1*     
5*      3*  4* 
   9*      



















































 8*  5*      
 1*      2*  
    3*     
3*      6*  5* 
   1*       
      3*   
5*   4* 6*     
     2* 7* 8*  
  1*       
2*   8*  9*  7*  
   2*     8* 
       1*  
 1* 3*       
   5*    2*   
      4*   
    1* 3*    
8* 4*        
    7*     
 1*  2* 6*  7*   
 4* 5*       
         
2*   7*    8*  
        4* 5* 
         
   1* 5*     
6*      3*   




















































 1*  5*  4*    
 4*  1*      
       2*  
3*    2*     
 5*      8*   
      1*   
2*  7*  6*   3*  
   4*      
6*         
   3*  5*  2*  
 1* 4*       
         
  8*  1*    4* 
 7*      3*   
9*   2*      
3*   7*   5*   
    4*     
2*         
 6* 1*       
     8*  3*  
    2*     
3*   1*    7*  
   5* 6*  4*   
8*         
 2*  4*   6*   
5*     3*    























































2*  4* 3*  5*    
 1*     8*   
   7*      
3*   2*    6*  
       4*   
      1*   
 8*   1*     
7*        5* 
       3*  
7*       1* 4* 
8*   3*      
         
   6* 1*  2*   
5*  9*     3*   
     4*    
 6*      2*  
   5*   8*   
 1*        
8*  1*       
     4*  9*  
    7*     
 7*  1* 3*     
6*        4*  
   2*      
5* 8*    7*    
      3*  1* 




















































6* 2*     5*   
7*    3*     
   1* 9*     
4* 5*    6*    
   8*     3*  
2*         
     4* 2*   
  1*       
       1*  
 7*  
    8* 4* 
 8*  5*      
   1*      
1*  3*   2*    
    3*    8* 
5*         
6* 4*     5*   
      2*   
       1*  
 8*    5* 6* 
  
      1*   
   9*      
2*  9* 3*      
    7*  8*   
4*         
 3*   5*   4*  
       9* 2* 






















































      3*  5* 
 7*   4*     
    2*  9*   
4* 8*      7*  
   9*    1*  
   3*      
2*       8*  
  9*    6*   
   5*      
   7*   8*  4* 
3*       6*  
  2*  9*     
    5*  2* 4*  
1* 6*        
         
 4*  6*  3*    
   1*   5*   
         
7*  9* 3*      
5*   8*    3* 6* 
         
  4* 1* 2*  8*   
 6*   5*   2*  
  5*  9* 8* 4*   
         
1* 8*    2*   9* 
     4* 7*  1* 




13b2      59b1 
       
912g       413g     
 
815b3      221c1 
 
825r2      430b4 
 
532733r7    635g 
 
536737338c8         
 




62c1      19b7   710r4 
 
237485c9: 5r3b4    120221r7 
       
323r5     514b8      
 
424r1: u34r1b1r6b2     
 




231b5   136g   937c9: 9r2b4 
 
339b4     741r3    351r8 
 
Puzzle 23  
  
12b1    237485c8   311b2       
 
812r5    514b8       
 




132r1      633c1         
 
335r1      349850551c6 
 
80 
922 8* 1* 2* 510 711 641 338 440 
221 623 318 825 430 18 5* 931 7* 
4* 59 72 361 662 960 17 228 827 
7* 3* 651 953 15 5* 829 439 244 
819 224 449 748 358 659 954 1* 51 
5* 13 952 450 256 826 355 737 647 
6* 912 2* 532 733 334 4* 820 16 
317 7* 516 1* 8* 414 245 635 946 
14 413 815 663 964 257 742 536 343 
848 957 358 6* 424 1* 2* 712 515 
5* 447 146 240 763 962 63 8* 338 
62 242 741 339 829 527 44 19 937 
249 853 554 710 3* 66 934 4* 1* 
933 7* 6* 526 132 425 323 216 813 
136 359 460 930 231 828 535 65 711 
3* 68 819 120 5* 221 7* 922 41 
4* 55 956 8* 67 750 118 351 214 
743 145 244 4* 964 361 817 552 6* 
132 419 936 7* 2* 634 5* 85 335 
537 3* 26 857 148 952 730 6* 456 
633 818 729 458 559 349 131 23 955 
2* 143 4* 953 641 551 346 74 813 
938 720 539 3*  812 41 615 1* 210 
8* 642 311 144 722 29 945 4* 514 
326 521 127 640 4* 850 2* 962 7* 
724 9* 817 28 360 1* 447 563 616 
425 27 628 561 954 723 8* 364 12 
Puzzle 24 
 
2182b3     
 
335475r7: 3c9b8&7c8b8         
 
312r1     115b8    718c7        
 
419g: 2c7b7     920c6 
 
921c4     922c8         
 
426b6: 4c5b5     729c4 
 




41r4        18b1     
 
19r2&110r8: 1c8b8         
 
111c5       220c3 
 
621b9       622r5: 568c5b5 
 




534r5     736r1    238b1 
 
739r4: 7c2b3       940c6 
 
Puzzle 26  
 
411223c8    56r7: 5c3b1         
 
5738c7    69b2    812r5        
 
58b6      513b5   119r4 
 
821322b9     723g: 24c6b6 
 
824g    925g 
 
629330c6: 24c6b6     
 
536r1        148c2                              
 
81 
2* 312 734 510 9* 852 147 448 651 
59 963 462 230 145 656 853 3* 7* 
655 858 146 328 733 457 232 5* 925 
313 238 939 1* 843 5* 6* 736 442 
4* 116 58 729 640 231 9* 841 414 
735 660 859 921 444 3* 57 237 115 
954 464 661 8* 2* 75 33 16 54 
1* 5* 21 426 327 920 718 649 850 
82 7* 3* 624 511 117 419 922 223 
662 361 956 4* 514 1* 736 2* 813 
737 8* 5* 241 332 940 47 628 19 
238 18 46 629 733 830 346 527 947 
819 934 739 357 2* 43 5* 112 6* 
1* 4* 220 831 622 534 948 759 22 
552 653 816 958 111 735 8* 360 41 
3* 225 816 7* 923 624 118 4* 526 
45 551 6* 110 8* 343 2* 950 749 
963 764 117 544 44 242 621 815 345 
837 4* 331 536 626 1* 728 23 925 
253 6* 538 945 732 723 824 3* 150 
756 148 955 844 254 330 627 5* 451 
5* 718 45 2* 119 920 38 8* 611 
3* 210 69 4*  716 812 9* 12 515 
943 841 142 6* 314 513 24 41 717 
140 56 839 333 946 629 4* 747 2* 
662 332 258 735 5* 460 1* 963 821 
461 949 757 134 8* 259 57 664 322 
Puzzle 27 
 




218b3   119c6 
 
520r9    222c7 
 
223324r5       
 
726c2    829c7    
 
332g         346r2 
 
 
Puzzle 28  
 
11c4        13r5        
 
34b8: 18(68)(69)   
 
86b4        58b6 
 
79210c6      220c7 
 
522r1    630r4 
 
633r7    447r6 
 
  452r1 
 
Puzzle 29  
 
12c4    48b8    79610211r4    
 
610211b8: 57(68)(69)   
 
319c7    322423b7   324c4 
 
325r7: 3c5b5   426c2    
 
631b4    733c9      
 
835r6: 8c3b1    836c4 
 
638c8: u67c5b6c8b9   940b2 
 
941r1     547r4     557c1 
82 
962 6* 763 2* 332 119 829 556 4* 
414 553 839 952 7* 67 1* 346 243 
242 11 358 554 413 838 66 757 950 
561 4* 964 115 833 334 222 6* 727 
1* 324 69 716 9* 223 45 844 545 
840 726 241 412 68 535 3* 951 149 
7* 84 1* 336 225 937 5* 42 63 
359 955 560 6* 121 4* 728 2* 831 
610 218 411 8* 520 717 930 148 347 
1* 221 522 931 313 452 8* 653 717 
716 355 838 2* 5* 658 442 159 960 
948 454 639 7* 86 157 220 356 526 
3* 714 215 630 1* 8* 527 963 462 
632 837 13 528 435 936 34 7* 2* 
447 529 949 312 211 79 6* 846 146 
840 12 7* 4* 633 210 941 5* 35 
523 6* 444 11 934 3* 718 225 843 
224 951 350 87 719 58 1* 464 661 
3* 542 212 941 1* 714 820 423 632 
713 6* 837 324 544 429 16 2* 945 
427 14 943 836 21 631 7* 322 546 
1* 211 79 430 949 548 610 8* 3* 
656 362 561 7*  860 2* 916 17 48 
858 940 4* 6* 359 15 215 534 733 
939 7* 13 2* 428 325 5* 638 821 
557 863 364 12 654 950 4* 752 217 
218 426 654 547 753 835 319 951 1* 
Puzzle 30 
 
  611233b9   66r2   775829r7    
 
313g: 489r9b3      814b5      
 
316r1: 27(16)(19)   
 
  317818c2: 27(38)        
 
  319b4: 27(35)    
 
  920g: 27(16)(35)→5r2b4          
 
  424r8: 4c5b5   426c4 
 
828119r2    539c9   854 c1 
 
Puzzle 31  
 
  11b5     77b3    513b8          
 
  614915r8&617318519r9: 6c6b6    
 
420g      821r7 
 
  422g: 39r5b5   825626b5 
 
  330b7     331932r4 
 
  935c2     938c9   441g 
 




81r5     83b7    57b2 
 
49c5     610r7    111c2 
 
115r8    616b2    717b6 
 
719b8    621c4    724825r1         
 
  327c2    530c1: 5r1b4 
 
  532c9    933g     434735r2 
 
939r3  242c5  945r4  953r6 
                                                                                                              
83 
316 151 612 932 8* 236 550 4* 738 
427 2* 7* 66 129 530 828 317 920 
549 961 862 426 735 319 152 237 6* 
241 863 164 7* 444 65 3* 958 539 
6* 546 347 131  242 945 423 748 8* 
955 753 456 5* 343 814 64 157 240 
77 3* 58 29 6* 1* 921 818 422 
1* 611 210 815 925 424 7* 5* 33 
854 459 960 313 533 734 2* 61 12 
3* 628 538 840 79 1* 235 439 937 
441 2* 958 660 334 551 856 7* 16 
78 23 857 959 253 442 555 330 629 
12 7* 627 5* 4* 825 932 233 331 
543 422 245 361 962 712 6* 1* 834 
824 946 347 2* 11 626 711 513 423 
6* 821 1* 420 552 250 3* 916 710 
244 348 449 7* 8* 915 15 614 5* 
9* 518 77 14 619 318 463 864 236 
931 8* 424 549 725 248 341 6* 113 
623 327 735 82 933 1* 237 434 532 
530 111 236 4* 340 622 86 738 939 
4* 720 616 144 242 945 5* 8* 347 
1* 254 3* 7*  58 81 662 960 461 
85 953 57 621 49 346 719 114 255 
2* 610 84 958 143 550 4* 357 7* 
718 5* 112 359 8* 415 963 256 264 




51b6         82r4    
 
112r4: 1c3b3   213g 
 
9819c5        414615b8       
 
716317r5       518c1 
 
220r6         921c2: 9r7b9        
 
128929r1       530b9 
 





9213c7      1637c1    
 
18c4        314c4 
 
316b8       318819r1: 8c8b8    
 
222623c8: 2c2b3c5b6          
 
524225426r9   528c1 
 
530c7        835636c2        
 
437c1    546r4    548r1 
 
Puzzle 35  
 
221364c4      111512c1    
 
414b1         515c4 
 
516b6         517118r2       
 
821722r7       823324725c2 
 
827c4         438339740r4        
 




84 7* 653 128 3* 252 922 4* 529 
1* 444 355 554 98 760 658 236 8* 
518 921 254 657 83 451 356 135 737 
647 112 448 213 5* 82 7* 3* 911 
716 317 8* 4* 6* 910 133 532 234 
9* 220 519 761 19 362 87 615 414 
242 645 727 8* 440 1* 530 923 350 
443 5* 924 363 739 664 2* 86 126 
346 85 125 9* 241 51 431 738 649 
6* 434 19 2* 819 911 318 749 548 
8* 763 529 18 654 320 431 9* 264 
37 262 910 755 433 552 821 1* 661 
2* 317 747 4* 143 842 6* 546 913 
528 9* 458 656 3* 21 13 859 750 
16 835 657 912 553 751 2* 460 316 
738 1* 839 314 9* 641 530 222 432 
437 636 240 5* 745 144 92 315 8* 
95 524 3* 827 225 426 7* 623 14 
963 1* 2* 64 352 864 760 437 536 
647 324 745 4* 517 948 118 8* 25 
862 414 5* 22 119 761 354 942 655 
740 823 339 928 2* 1* 5* 641 438 
4* 27 944 515 746 6* 829 3* 120 
31 31 31 31 31 31 31 31 31 
512 6* 821 13 949 450 2* 722 31 
28 725 434 3* 8* 516 656 132 957 
3* 926 133 7* 610 29 435 531 830 
Puzzle 36  
  
  11b3         13b7 
  
  25b6         56b8 
 
  912c1: 9r4b2   415c1 
 
  419b5         721b8 
 
  323c9: 3r9b6   324r7 
 
  325b2         231r6 
 
  832b2         433b3 
 
  744c6       
 
Puzzle 37  
 
  12r8         446596r7 
 
  811r8         512b6 
 
  213g: 37r8b3   218c1 
 
  624c1         721b8 
 
  128b7: 3(38)(39)    
 
  729b6         739r1 
  





 1273c7        14c1 
 
 35r3          211b7 
 
 913b3: 17(82)(83)    
 
414215816r7    423c8          
 
527b5       728629c1    
 
932633r1      840b1 
 
842r3: 8c6b5    846c4 
85 
511 256 1* 417 3* 931 761 662 854 
326 855 740 19 58 648 257 4* 9* 
912 647 416 218 846 744 330 13 5* 
12 942 643 722 2* 57 8* 3* 420 
7* 5* 832 328 110 419 663 764 258 
415 325 231 650 914 849 1* 56 721 
6* 4* 324 5* 745 25 953 852 14 
827 735 534 9* 239 1* 437 238 323 
2* 11 733 851 441 329 636 758 659 
8* 937 220 3* 540 48 627 739 128 
624 143 344 732 841 934 545 2* 4* 
47 550 749 626 142 221 936 863 362 
1* 625 551 49 219 7* 3* 935 853 
218 748 4* 933 331 858 11 560 6* 
355 854 938 1* 623 559 214 415 747 
5* 44 65 222 729 330 8* 1* 96 
910 2* 12 811 4* 6* 746 364 561 
756 357 852 512 9* 13 416 617 213 
2* 452 153 633 731 3* 932 820 526 
629 9* 840 537 241 11 435 7* 39 
728 36 538 436 842 12 634 1* 211 
4* 762 3* 247 944 661 8* 524 157 
912 539 249 1*  425 859 73 310 658 
14 863 656 38 527 764 2* 423 960 
35 6* 913 7* 1* 414 517 215 816 
5* 154 755 846 645 248 3* 921 4* 
830 250 451 9* 37 518 12 622 719 
Puzzle 39 
 
 54r8        16b6 
 
 210b4       611b5 
 
 812713r7     815b8 
 
 518b7       323b1 
 







  12c4            3879c4 
 
  711b8            814b6 
 
  517c6            218b6 
 
  919g: 46c5b4      220421r4 
 
  322923r8: 39c8b8   429c6 
 
  635b8            637r1         
 
538c7   740r2 
 
Puzzle 41  
 
 41r1        57c4 
 
 113814r8     819b4 
 
 623324c4     327b6 
 
 931c1        137938r3 
 
639b7        341g 
                 
744r5    151c5 
86 
224 8* 323 5* 17 443 551 649 750 
440 1* 519 738 945 644 816 2* 325 
739 634 941 210 3* 817 19 518 442 
3* 453 760 837 259 946 6* 12 5* 
814 520 622 1*  762 33 457 963 255 
11 953 261 611 458 55 3* 764 815 
5* 713 812 4* 6* 16 256 329 954 
630 327 431 933 54 2* 7* 8* 18 
931 226 1* 328 835 736 521 447 648 
2* 637 14 8* 433 9* 328 7* 538 
327 740 556 2* 662 13 963 431 8* 
955 834 432 38 561 710 664 1* 21 
421 1* 3* 79 919 220 816 536 635 
741 953 642 5*  850 429 2* 352 16 
557 258 849 12 351 630 4* 954 711 
643 559 260 445 1* 3* 712 815 948 
8* 4* 713 923 218 517 17 624 322 
15 326 947 644 7* 814 539 225 446 
822 1* 931 2* 6* 512 7* 330 41 
733 4* 5* 324 151 952 818 240 639 
329 648 247 46 734 819 511 137 938 
2* 58 649 7* 45 155 954 8* 341 
116 744 342 820 953 261 663 4* 5* 
414 950   821 57 343 662 164 757 259 
932 246 745 1* 5* 327 42 626 817 
6* 814 43 925 236 735 3* 510 113 
59 328 115 623 8* 4* 260 956 758 
Puzzle 42 
 
 13r7         28c2 
 
 210b4        315b8      
  
 416b3        417r7 
 









 4112c1       18r1 
 
 214c3        318b1      
  
 522b6        523c3 
 
 728c6        734b3 
 
838r1: 8c1b1      
 






3182r5        67c1 
 
 114c4        215c4      
  
 318b5        120r5: 1c2b3 
 
 421c5        522c6 
 
423224c1: 4r3b7       
 




862 1* 211 5* 331 4* 629 963 742 
961 4* 625 1* 736 210 330 551 860 
115 723 326 655 854 948 42 2* 11 
3* 622 15 737 2* 845 944 419 546 
417 5* 928 334 14 640 8* 739 29 
724 28 827 949 414 547 1* 641 315 
2* 957 7* 856 6* 13 521 3* 418 
16 333 520 4* 953 738 213 864 635 
6* 858 416 212 550 332 743 17 959 
737 946 645 3* 838 5* 45 2* 18 
558 1* 4* 640 229 728 856 353 959 
857 318 214 44 941 19 651 736 560 
625 215 8* 933 1* 320 732 527 4* 
41 7* 113 839 526 642 3* 944 216 
9* 524 319 2* 731 43 112 849 650 
3* 47 947 7* 643 230 5* 111 148 
12 862 734 522 4* 963 217 652 354 
2* 661 523 110 321 864 955 46 735 
224 6* 1* 319 421 522 830 932 731 
423 959 558 754 114 8* 226 3* 610 
752 35 834 953 2* 69 541 139 440 
3* 556 612 1* 86 457 942 7* 227 
120 762 225 5* 6* 963 4* 82 31 
8* 461 960 215 318 764 138 611 546 
951 2* 34 4* 755 117 6* 544 829 
5* 835 447 68 948 3* 733 228 137 
67 136 750 813 549 216 33 443 945 
Puzzle 45 
 
 11b4       3758c7 
 
 813614r1 816617418b9 
 




231g        536r7 
 







 11r5     67b2     410b8        
 
213b2    314r6     415216b1     
 
222c4     323r1     524925b5      
 
827728c2   632933r8   735c4 
 









 11r7         48b5 
 
 29310r7   212c6 
 
 213c1: 2c2b1   316c9        
 
625r6         527r6        
 
629g          730c1        
 




2* 712 4* 3* 813 5* 614 915 16 
535 1* 39 429 648 947 8* 733 231 
855 656 954 7* 232 11 37 534 430 
3* 926 13 2* 424 823 58 6* 725 
657 553 861 12 351 763 4* 259 949 
422 258 762 943 552 664 1* 860 350 
937 8* 220 536 1* 311 719 418 617 
7* 310 639 827 941 428 240 15 5* 
14 421 538 644 746 245 942 3* 816 
7* 323 216 836 556 660 963 1* 4* 
8* 958 15 3* 417 746 664 555 244 
68 557 415 14 959 245 747 851 352 
330 827 729 6* 1* 524 2* 410 926 
5* 411 9* 222 743 842 3* 69 11 
16 213 67 925 314 4* 550 748 849 
931 6* 539 418 841 338 12 2* 737 
419 728 334 5* 221 13 8* 933 632 
220 1* 840 735 661 962 412 354 553 
8* 942 1* 563 662 311 436 217 735 
323 643 734 846 218 4* 14 9* 545 
431 219 544 949 7* 13 848 316 647 
213 7* 415 1* 3* 552 641 851 940 
6* 16 321 71  957 856 550 4* 214 
928 527 826 2* 48 625 724 15 320 
5* 8* 29 310 12 7* 938 629 437 
730 432 959 664 855 212 3* 553 1* 
17 322 660 433 561 958 2* 739 854 
Puzzle 48 
 
  133495r1       611b4          
 
  512r2     213b4 
 
  314915b2       217c4 
 
418c3          922b5 
  
924325826627r7    
 
430c4          832r4    
 
833c6: u38c1b3c6b6           
 
736b2          438g   




  12c2      43b9     
 
5415r1    1859r5    
 
815b2     320721c1   
 
623b1     424c3    225r5      
 
229r3     333634b7   
 
435r4     636c8    737c7 
  




922344c7     212413c2    
 
218r5        319b6     
 
720g         321c7      
 
724r9        825b2      
 
127g         128r8  
 
129r1        230g 
 
342r6     544r2    745r8 
89 
6* 2* 34 430 734 833 5* 95 13 
7* 16 910 611 3* 512 846 244 445 
519 820 418 1* 9* 213 329 653 753 
4* 5* 832 316 241 6* 19 742 923 
17 915 637 8*  540 735 438 3* 243 
2* 314 736 922 439 18 656 551 855 
924 627 521 728 11 4* 2* 826 325 
861 749 1* 217 659 363 957 447 550 
362 448 22 531 660 964 754 1* 657 
931 7* 54 248 647 345 15 8* 4* 
430 8* 16 5* 963 762 634 333 227 
229 322 623 1* 819 432 737 938 514 
1* 942 3* 817 512 2* 435 636 741 
721 225 424 640 3* 18 939 59 8* 
5* 643 815 760 451 961 328 226 111 
6* 4* 250 958 110 818 5* 744 357 
816 12 954 359 764 513 2* 43 336 
320 57 753 452 249 646 81 1* 955 
129 8* 348 230 415 5* 6* 747 911 
755 910 231 634 841 356 1* 544 414 
654 413 553 9* 140 757 23 350 851 
2* 561 9* 3* 636 838 44 162 758 
349 160 652 46 7* 95 8* 218 559 
4* 743 825 57 225 139 92 637 342 
99 3* 127 833 5* 232 720 4* 61 
826 646 745 128 319 416 522 9* 2* 









  3798c5 
 
  315516217618r2: 18(27)(29) 
 
  520621122r4  125c5  
 
129c57  631c9 
 





   
  62c7  16r4 
 
  3728r1 411b1 
 
  216r5 120b5 
 
  322c7 523924725b6 
 
  529c2 130r1 
   
  536r7: 5c3b2 
 







14b8: 1(68)→79(38)(48     
→No6b8 
 
311b5  713b8 
 




428b4  231r1    343r9 
                
90 
646 244 843 727 98 126 3* 445 5* 
99 7* 516 618 4* 315 129 217 830 
362 461 159 828 2* 519 9* 647 71 
4* 8* 314 122 520 621 223 7* 912 
756 557 648 9* 854 250 452 1* 313 
158 910 249 3* 755 451 853 54 631 
2* 640 739 435 37 911 55 8* 137 
841 142 9* 234 125 732 6* 33 438 
563 364 460 5* 624 833 76 92 236 
931 529 130 7* 64 28 8* 37 4* 
3* 734 411 527 121 825 935 6* 29 
65 832 2* 310 9* 413 740 141 542 
760 943 345 861 5* 63 2* 4* 16 
1* 6* 859 415 216 725 322 557 963 
412 217 558 962 319 120 62 756 864 
536 4* 949 6* 852 3* 139 238 754 
237 344 750 1* 414 924 5* 851 647 
848 132 648 218 753 523 41 935 346 
7* 429 9* 3* 621 532 231 120 825 
5* 239 138 8* 428 730 934 3* 6* 
822 342 641 21 136 935 533 719 427 
318 717 4* 1* 2* 69 8* 97 58 
96 6* 814 42 5* 311 14 2* 713 
216 15 5* 712 9* 8* 4* 610 315 
423 953 746 651 844 137 348 555 226 
1* 8* 347 550 745 2* 649 43 9* 
624 554 240 952 343 4* 7* 856 1* 
9. TESTIMONIAL MOVES 
 

















































8*  9* 5*      
       3* 1* 
         
   6*   2*   
4* 3*         
1*         
 2*   1* 3*    
     7* 9* 6*  
    4*     
   7* 9*  3*   
  1*       
 2*        
     4*  1* 2* 
3*     8*     
       9*  
 6*  5*   7*   
9*      4*   
   2*      
2*      9* 3*  
 5*   1*     
         
    4*    5* 
8*        1*  
  9*       
6*  7* 2*      
   9*  3* 4*   




















































 6*  9*   7*  8* 
1*      6*   
   2*      
    1*   2* 4* 
 7*    3*     
       9*  
2*  7* 4*      
      5*   
         
   5* 
  8*   
9*      6*   
    1*     
 4* 1* 3*      
       5* 6*  
  9*       
6*   7*  2*    
 7*       4* 
       1*  
 3*  4*   2* 6*  
   8*  1*    
     5*    
5*       8* 1* 
 7*    2*     
         
      3*  2* 
    9*  7*   



















































93                                                                                 
   4*  1*    
 3*     5*   
2*         
6*    7*  3*   
  4*      8*  
   5*      
  1* 6*    4*  
 8*   5*     
    3*     
   1* 
  4*   
7*      2*   
3*         
 4*   2*     
   6*    3*  
        9* 
   7* 5*   2*  
 6*     8*   
  9*   3*    
1*    7*  
   
       6* 2* 
4*         
 5*  6*  2*    
   3*   1*   
   8*      
    1*  3* 4*  
 7*     5*   



















































94                                                                               
 4*     6*  3* 
   5*  1*    
 2*        
1*  7*     8*  
   2* 6*     
5*    4*     
4* 3*        
      2* 1*  
         
3*   
    5*  
    4*  2*   
         
 2*     7*  4* 
6*   3*  8*    
      1*   
   6*   5* 8* 3* 
 1*   7*     
         
    7*  4* 
 1* 
5* 2*        
         
 9*      5*  
   6*   3*   
  4*  1*     
3*   5*  9*    
  8*     7*  



















































95                                                                                                                                                          
 4* 1*     3* 5* 
6*       1*  
    8*     
   6*   7* 4*  
1*         
    2*     
   1*   2*   
 2*     8*   
     3*    
6*   4* 
 3*    
7*       1* 8* 
         
   5* 6*    2* 
 3*     8*   
    1*     
   6*   4* 3*  
2*  8*       
         
9*  2*     3*  
   4*  1*    
         
 4*  6*      
    2*   9*  
8*      7*   
 7*     6*  5* 
   8* 9*     



















































96                                                                               
    3*  2*   
6*       5*  
 8*    7*    
   1*  4*   8* 
5*       3*  
2*   7*      
 1*     7*   
    2*     
   5*      
   8* 
   1*  
 6* 2*       
 5*        
1*   6* 2*     
9*        3* 
    5*  7*   
 4*     5*   
3*   9*      
      2*   
  4*  7* 8*    
1*      2*   
         
  6* 1*   3*   
 5*   2*     
      6*   
     6*  5* 4* 
2*   3*      




















































1*      4*   
     3*  6*  
         
   2* 4*  1*   
 3*      8*   
  7*       
2*   1*     5* 
    8*   3*  
 6*      7*  
   5* 
 8* 4*   
6* 1*      7*  
   2*      
    1*   3*  
 8*      2*   
 5*        
7*   3*      
3*    4*     
      5*   
 3*  
    8*  
   5* 7*     
 1*        
4*      6*  2* 
5*   3*  8*    
   1*      
      7* 3*  
6*    2*     




















































 1*      6*  
   4*   5*   
   7*      
    6* 3*    
2*       8*   
    1*     
5*   2*   4*   
       1* 7* 
  4*      3* 
   5*   3* 1*  
2* 4*        
 8*        
  1* 3*   6*   
         4* 
      8*   
    8* 4*   2* 
3*       5*  
   7*      
     3*  5*  
 7*  4*      
        6* 
    8* 2*    
      4*  3* 
8*      7*   
6* 3*  1*      
    7*   4*  




















































  1* 8*      
       7* 4* 
         
5*   2*  8*    
 4*      6* 3*  
   1*      
6* 7*   3*     
4*      2*   
        8* 
2*   1*    4* 
 
 6*   5*     
       1*  
 7* 8*    3*   
   2*       
 5*        
1*   4*  2*    
3*      5*   
      7*   
 3* 7*     8*  
 2*   5* 4*    
         
    2*  3*   
6*         5* 
4*   1*      
5*     6*    
   7*    3*  




















































1*    5*     
 2*     6*   
    7*     
4*   1*    7*  
 3*  6*      
   2*      
      2*  3* 
7*    4*     
5*      8*   
 
 3*   8* 7*   
 1*   2*     
         
  4* 5*      
7*        8* 
    6*   2*  
5* 6*  3*      
   7*   4*   
2*         
   
 8*    7* 
 3*      4*  
 6* 8*       
   3*  2* 6*   
7*   4*      
1*         
5*    1*  2*   
   7*      
      3*   




31r1       6556b6          
 
37g       19r8: 1c2b1 
 
415716c4   417518b5     
 
220g      221c1: 2r3b7    
 
922c7: 9r3b7   225r3: 2c1b9 
 
527b7     428r3   
 




21c7       17r1          
 
19b3      911c7 
 
318b1     320b8     
 
422b6      
 
625526r5: 47(58)(59)    
 
427b2     728c2  
 




11r8    1445r7 56g          
 
48b2   110c1     512b7     
 
915316b3   327c5   230b4 
 
237c8: 2r8b3    838r6 
 






8* 114 9* 5* 31 220 434 736 635 
221 647 550 415 751 922 824 3* 1* 
749 428 38 113 648 823 527 225 926 
562 763 856 6* 960 112 2* 419 33 
4* 3* 639 716  254 518 111 953 842 
1* 959 255 32 858 417 637 552 740 
646 2* 429 945 1* 3* 738 843 541 
37 833 19 232 56 7* 9* 6* 430 
961 564 757 844 4* 65 34 110 231 
559 829 643 7* 9* 22 3* 461 17 
758 912 1* 424 341 853 21 651 557 
460 2* 318 117 642 554 911 852 762 
635 728 913 332 531 4* 837 1* 2* 
3* 526 24 914  8* 115 625 763 464 
110 427 836 633 23 730 538 9* 320 
25 6* 423 5* 116 949 7* 321 850 
9* 19 546 834 739 340 4* 26 645 
848 319 747 2* 422 644 18 556 955 
2* 645 13 534 852 435 9* 3* 753 
328 5* 846 750 1* 918 644 413 232 
729 917 414 651 327 230 12 512 854 
110 362 647 863 4* 757 260 920 5* 
8* 261 57 364 919 655 759 1* 49 
48 741 9* 111 231 533 838 640 323 
6* 45 7* 2* 525 14 322 826 921 
56 849 248 9* 643 3* 4* 739 11 
915 1* 316 436 758 856 524 237 642 
Puzzle 74 
 
22b7       4899c7           
 
711512613b8: 5c8b7     
 




918719820c5    
 







13r7     48c7 410c1          
 
212r9    613b2    814g     
 
215g     416g    120r5 
   
622c4    924b6    331c7     
 
334r7    335b8    536r4 
   
537b3    738g     742b5 
   





12c7       5889710r1           
 




  327c4 532c7 
 
  934b9 236r9 
 





429 6* 23 9* 528 125 7* 326 8* 
1* 955 856 331 719 430 6* 527 22 
71 348 547 2* 820 621 48 124 910 
549 854 650 723 1* 922 357 2* 4* 
935 7* 434 814  3* 25 115 613 512 
353 24 116 636 432 537 858 9* 711 
2* 540 7* 4* 633 343 99 817 142 
660 444 961 139 27 852 5* 746 363 
859 141 362 538 918 751 26 445 664 
14 256 417 5* 357 627 8* 929 743 
9* 554 740 416 258 859 6* 352 15 
350 855 619 923 1* 760 48 553 248 
536 4* 1* 3* 626 925 232 744 845 
249 351 841 120  742 418 5* 6* 928 
739 613 9* 215 863 562 16 49 335 
6* 13 334 7* 411 2* 930 846 547 
838 7* 537 622 924 121 331 233 4* 
410 97 212 814 564 361 72 1* 61 
89 3* 13 4* 711 910 2* 6* 58 
242 653 543 8* 346 1* 451 752 949 
760 954 459 214 645 5* 12 347 812 
5* 224 323 921 415 722 625 8* 1* 
958 7* 820 15  2* 657 532 455 348 
461 14 662 519 817 356 950 21 716 
663 844 964 728 16 438 3* 533 2* 
326 541 240 629 9* 839 7* 17 435 
1* 437 731 327 518 236 813 934 630 
Puzzle 77 
 
32b4       4314c5           
 




  820r6: 36(56)(66)  
 
  624225b3 630231b5 
 
  232b6     733c3: 7r2b4 
 
  835g: 9c5b4  
 




42b8       33c7           
 
77b3  9869r7    
 




  920r4      133c1 
 
  834b5: 8r4b8 
 






414b3 615c7    
 
616c5      917g  
 
518g       719c4 
 
  723b7      824325c5: 8r9b9 
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811 628 529 4* 947 1* 244 319 748 
47 3* 934 854 245 753 5* 662 114 
2* 112 733 32 646 51 46 963 837 
6* 527 226 955 7* 856 3* 113 45 
321 760 4* 231  14 630 959 8* 515 
110 961 820 5* 43 323 640 764 243 
517 225 1* 6* 835 957 758 4* 318 
951 8* 322 752 5* 49 139 242 641 
750 48 624 138 3* 232 836 516 949 
841 924 651 1* 356 226 4* 757 554 
7* 548 449 923 860 653 2* 161 355 
3* 225 150 431 759 552 914 658 862 
920 4* 539 36 2* 735 645 863 164 
133 837 736 6* 921 422 538 3* 21 
640 35 217 532 130 834 742 42 9* 
418 147 846 7* 5* 98 33 2* 69 
515 6* 34 227 428 129 8* 911 712 
216 77 9* 819 610 3* 144 543 413 
1* 211 656 420 7* 959 850 337 544 
732 940 531 18 824 339 421 6* 2* 
4* 855 338 518 210 660 723 17 949 
852 5* 13 6* 443 2* 951 734 336 
213 441 953 3* 562 72 1* 861 645 
646 335 733 8* 963 11 212 564 442 
954 657 858 29 1* 529 3* 4* 722 
326 7* 414 917 616 827 5* 25 16 
530 14 2* 719 325 428 615 947 848 
Puzzle 80 
 
115273c2  1455r1 
 
17b5 615c7   29410311b2 
 
616b4: 46(34)(36)        
 
421622r2   324625c8 
 
729530c5   732r1: 7c6b5 
 
  633r8: u46r3b4r8b6 
 





81522394b8: 36(48)(68)  15g       
 
16r7    2798b9: 17(98)(99) 
 
39810c7   417b7 
 
618r8     220b5: 247r6b5 
 
421c1: 4r6b5&r8b6    
 
222723r7   824527c5   930g
    





5122r1     36b2 
 
  77b6     98r1: 9c1b3 
 
   612213c3: 6(11)(12)  
 
   616317r1: 6c1b2  
 
   122c2: 1r8b6      425826c4 
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847 4* 14 732 216 946 6* 55 3* 
622 73 317 5* 845 1* 949 215 421 
948 2* 56 436 320 635 861 751 162 
1* 628 7* 939 530 338 418 8* 214 
311 853 410 2* 6* 755 160 950 559 
5* 952 29 17 4* 854 756 324 627 
4* 3* 941 843 18 213 558 625 757 
719 52 633 342 944 437 2* 1* 863 
212 11 340 634 729 531 326 423 964 
3* 960 433 141 628 242 810 5* 763 
734 854 659 556 4* 311 2* 137 964 
225 555 138 757 826 953 39 417 658 
139 2* 840 930 527 629 7* 315 4* 
6* 432 731 3* 15 8* 94 23 52 
952 314 551 448 220 750 1* 616 81 
421 723 222 6* 924 16 5* 8* 3* 
546 1* 313 844 7* 445 618 98 27 
850 661 962 243 312 547 419 735 136 
818 616 911 317 7* 51 4* 22 1* 
5* 2* 735 425 656 132 954 361 862 
424 319 134 826 955 231 750 657 551 
640 9* 36 710 230 828 139 5* 437 
141 820 213 6* 53 429 3* 949 748 
742 54 4* 98 1* 39 259 860 658 
3* 715 612 5* 445 9* 863 138 264 
214 423 8* 127 336 633 552 7* 953 
921 122 55 2* 546 77 647 443 344 
Puzzle 83 
 
37b1           39b6 
 
511c7  412b9    
 
813214r1      615b4  
 
716r1  618c7 
 
   222723r2      825b6 
   
538r4  541b4 
 





22b9           33r4 
 
19b8           411c9    
 
415b3  819220r7: 8c6b5     
  
   821122c4      232b5 
   
233534r2  537r1 
 






41r1        9586r7 
 
212613r6  216r2    
        
  123r7       325b9 
   
127728r8  831732b5 
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813 4* 1* 716 615 214 917 3* 5* 
6* 723 222 541 310 942 419 1* 821 
559 337 960 420 8* 12 618 232 733 
224 834 335 6* 13 538 7* 4* 939 
1* 645 762 828 944 461 38 530 231 
458 955 563 39 2* 764 15 829 640 
752 554 646 1* 453 825 2* 948 37 
436 2* 456 943 557 626 8* 749 14 
950 11 827 26 751 3* 511 647 412 
6* 826 127 4* 537 3* 741 213 942 
7* 414 36 935 233 624 534 1* 8* 
950 561 262 821 738 123 625 412 35 
418 128 946 5* 6* 831 33 747 2* 
551 3* 754 232 417 944 8* 653 19 
830 263 664 34 1* 745 943 552 411 
129 949 558 6* 819 220 4* 3* 759 
2* 657 8* 736 38 416 110 948 560 
37 755 415 122 939 540 22 81 656 
9* 646 2* 539 745 844 147 3* 41 
753 358 555 4* 656 1* 911 216 859 
552 863 162 99 357 217 548 621 760 
214 4* 733 6* 831 98 335 529 136 
554 164 361 732 2* 43 834 9* 615 
8* 97 613 337 140 541 7* 42 212 
123 7* 95 220 44 324 6* 86 5* 
649 551 450 8* 9* 730 218 127 325 
326 219 822 138 542 643 4* 728 910 
Puzzle 86 
 
32b5          53c6       
 
27r3          713c8       
 
316b1         717r4 
        
   821b7         624r1       
   
130c1         331r7  
 
633b5         635536r4 
 






11b1       52c1      26r1 
 
615c1     118b8     120c4 
 
621b7          925c2 
        
   326b1          427c3       
   
428b8          429b9  
 
733r1          735c4 
 











        
   125826r7       936g 
 
537r2: 5c9b8           
 
438b4          548849c7   
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130 940 441 823 3* 53 2* 713 624 
6* 212 714 427 126 928 821 5* 322 
316 8* 54 27 625 7* 460 162 963 
937 717 318 1* 536 4* 635 29 8* 
5* 444 155 633 857 28 959 3* 720 
2* 643 856 7* 958 32 538 461 164 
846 1* 211 331 429 648 7* 942 56 
715 55 647 934 2* 151 332 853 454 
445 319 939 5* 71 850 152 649 210 
733 925 326 8* 622 26 434 1* 55 
438 6* 2* 54 947 150 354 762 863 
839 5* 11 432 745 349 948 621 212 
1* 337 427 6* 2* 744 855 513 956 
9* 740 514 120 842 431 617 211 3* 
210 841 616 336 5* 943 7* 428 118 
615 4* 959 27 151 846 5* 353 764 
3* 28 760 9* 430 53 119 861 624 
52 19 858 735 352 623 2* 957 429 
541 24 4* 939 7* 8* 150 656 355 
1* 822 733 537 67 38 2* 442 943 
940 620 332 438 16 23 548 862 761 
734 924 6* 1* 815 445 3* 252 551 
331 5* 830 61 2* 947 444 760 159 
435 123 25 710 39 546 6* 963 864 
826 321 125 22 927 6* 714 5* 4* 
2* 419 928 3* 529 712 849 158 657 
616 7* 518 811 417 113 936 354 253 
Puzzle 89 
 
11c8       33c8: 3r6b5       
 
79b8      615c1    118b8 
 
512b7     614b8    715b6 
 
619b1     620r4     821c8 
        
  823b5     228b2    430c8 
   
435b3     936c3   243g           
 






12b4            53c1       
 
29810r2         414715r3 
 
616b4          817218c5 
        
  124725b3        326r7       
   
428c8          230r7  
 






318213r4   29b5       
 
811b4       613r5 
 
414b5       515g: 679r6b2 
        
  816217c1     918g    519g 
   




  948r2: 9c2b3 
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1* 243 34 644 718 953 4* 512 852 
840 547 936 449 12 3* 711 6* 250 
717 448 619 856 262 561 33 11 954 
620 838 537 2* 4* 710 1* 931 38 
939 3* 228 546 645 124 8* 430 79 
432 125 7* 37 933 823 513 229 614 
2* 716 435 1* 36 658 957 821 5* 
541 942 126 715 8* 260 659 3* 434 
35 6* 822 955 563 451 264 7* 127 
935 327 736 5* 616 8* 4* 138 239 
6* 1* 29 945 344 443 810 7* 54 
53 414 812 2* 715 12 311 958 657 
232 731 954 442 1* 56 655 3* 822 
433 8* 653 750  946 352 2* 55 137 
134 5* 326 651 817 219 747 428 956 
7* 230 124 3* 57 660 959 823 429 
3* 662 58 820 4* 961 140 241 748 
813 963 425 121 218 749 5* 664 31 
737 3* 520 212 938 635 124 8* 436 
816 449 948 5* 7* 125 221 646 330 
217 1* 650 811 38 440 519 744 945 
4* 82 31 957 541 758 6* 13 2* 
5* 210 14 3* 613 8* 918 442 743 
939 653 752 1* 414 29 322 515 833 
16 962 229 455 832 561 7* 3* 659 
6* 534 451 754 2* 37 823 947 127 
35 763 831 656 126 964 4* 228 560 
Puzzle 92 
 
11c4            27b5       
 
58b9           69b4 
 
311c4           
 
312613c7 
        
  215b9           
 
617518c9       
   
423r4             
 




11b1          32r7       
 
14b8          4526r1 
 
319c2         520721c7 
        
   227b3         129c4 
 
   537r7          639c2 
 







73b7         764738c1       
 
414r4         116b5 
 
217818c4     722b3          
        
   824524r7       828b4 
 
   130931c7       133534c1 
 




459 1* 740 311 547 861 933 6* 249 
622 952 342 4* 248 16 5* 738 851 
860 544 243 7* 962 69 15 339 450 
13 423 855 957 6* 3* 732 219 518 
2* 321 620 535  728 429 8* 934 14 
956 741 545 858 1* 27 312 424 617 
5* 614 12 2* 325 726 4* 837 936 
344 853 954 610 430 531 215 1* 7* 
727 216 4* 11 863 964 613 58 3* 
946 639 747 5* 45 26 3* 1* 87 
2* 4* 324 818 154 753 520 642 951 
11 8* 523 943 360 659 215 414 752 
49 940 1* 3* 741 817 6* 236 525 
816 319 648 234  963 562 14 758 4* 
749 538 235 48 656 155 8* 957 33 
537 128 945 644 8* 4* 721 32 2* 
3* 726 811 129 232 933 413 5* 631 
650 227 412 7* 564 361 922 810 130 
935 257 858 74 654 3* 130 5* 41 
38 7* 653 4* 752 129 931 232 827 
47 162 563 217 938 828 39 73 6* 
76 414 313 649 8* 2* 541 148 940 
534 655 256 950 116 75 4* 82 3* 
8* 961 164 537 312 415 7* 651 239 
6* 3* 421 1* 219 525 824 926 723 
133 859 960 311 7* 645 243 4* 542 
2* 547 722 818 420 946 644 310 136 
Puzzle 95 
 
24r7         35b5         
 
46r1: 4c5b5   87r5 
 
18c1         212r5 
 
213314b3      716617c3 
 
721c7        423b5 
 
  628329730231r1 
 




   




  411912b1: 38(12)(32)   513r7 
 
  714b3   716b7  325c4: 3r2b7 
 
  326b1   928g   829g: 6c7b7 
 
  830r1   235c7   836c4 
 




  317223c1     5445r1 
 
  49r4         610b5 
 
  612213114r1: 1c5b6 
 
  116c6        717b4 
 
  318r7: 3c4b4 
 
  619g: 89(21)(31)   621r9 
 
  127r7    128r4    237r5 
 
  243c4: 2r7b9      444r8                                 
109 
329 559 1* 8* 730 46 961 231 628 
237 858 617 335 142 963 564 7* 4* 
736 960 41 553 238 662 143 856 333 
5* 19 311 2* 620 8* 721 424 925 
87 4* 212 752 944 554 6* 3* 110 
919 618 716 1* 423 35 857 555 232 
6* 7* 83 940 3* 24 426 139 534 
4* 314 546 649 82 141 2* 948 722 
18 213 947 427 545 750 315 651 8* 
2* 326 912 1* 830 718 631 4* 510 
78 6* 11 933 5* 46 235 840 341 
57 827 411 325 23 632 934 1* 716 
950 7* 8* 637 452 153 3* 521 222 
645 12 35 2*  948 523 447 720 839 
451 5* 24 719 355 856 146 644 949 
1* 928 513 4* 715 2* 829 342 643 
3* 459 714 836 638 962 5* 261 157 
89 260 615 524 154 363 7* 964 458 
114 3* 7* 612 915 213 54 8* 45 
835 2* 620 333 5* 4* 959 758 130 
936 442 541 834 717 116 232 624 331 
72 128 849 58 2* 954 3* 49 611 
6* 950 237 453 846 339 756 129 5* 
4* 540 338 1* 610 755 860 963 262 
5* 725 127 952 318 6* 423 264 861 
23 851 444 7* 119 57 622 3* 957 
31 621 948 243 445 847 1* 56 726 
Puzzle 98 
 
  21c1       236415c5 
 
  77b9       413514b5 
 
  317818r8    423b9 
 
  525126427c2 
 
  630831r4 
 
  342r1      443r2 
 





  21c4     47b3    78c2 
 
  412b8    816b5    818b1 
 
  320b3    121c1    
 
624525c3   628c6: 35(35)(36) 
 
  529b6    730r7  
 
  534335c8: 35r3b4 
 





  11b5      326354c1 
 
  78b1      410b4 
  
  612b7      614715r7 
 
  614715r1: 15(12)(13) 
 
  225r2      428129c7 
 
  533c4      637c6 
 
  843r9      153c8 
 
110 
1* 428 846 342 5* 638 78 241 948 
336 2* 79 443 15 940 6* 845 526 
635 525 947 844 7* 239 158 337 457 
4* 929 630 1* 831 514 332 7* 22 
21 3* 554 6* 934 711 453 156 852 
849 710 155 2* 333 413 563 961 662 
950 127 451 712 64 820 2* 516 3* 
7* 818 26 515 4* 317 964 660 159 
5* 624 319 922 23 121 8* 423 77 
462 526 3* 661 956 8* 7* 158 24 
963 1* 818 464 2* 79 637 534 344 
660 78 23 159 355 554 823 957 445 
817 22 4* 5* 710 942 136 335 641 
7* 940 64 21 152 353 527 412 8* 
121 339 525 816 6* 414 938 2* 711 
5* 6* 730 3* 415 147 25 822 948 
320 819 950 7* 529 26 4* 643 149 
2* 47 151 946 821 628 333 731 532 
219 145 546 613 8* 410 920 39 7* 
921 3* 78 124 225 526 822 4* 612 
411 6* 8* 923 36 79 129 541 242 
84 547 950 3* 718 2* 6* 151 449 
7* 257 362 4* 660 11 530 955 863 
1* 448 661 533 959 836 717 252 364 
5* 715 432 834 1* 35 2* 614 935 
32 956 258 7* 539 637 428 854 153 




Row move:   A move to place a number in a grid by way of observing a cerain row. 
 
 
Column move: A move to place a number in a grid by way of observing a cerain column. 
 
 
Box move:   A move to place a number in a grid by way of observing a cerain box. 
 
 
Grid move:   A move to place a number in a grid by way of observing a cerain grid. 
 
 
Terminating move:  A move to place a number in a grid to fill up a row, column or box. 
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APENDIX A: LIST OF FIGURES 
 
Figure 1. The playground of Sudoku 
 
Figure 2.     Figure 1 for Puzzle 1 
 
Figure 3. Figure 2 for Puzzle 1 
 
Figure 4.     Figure 3 for Puzzle 1 
 
Figure 5.     Figure 4 for Puzzle 1 
 
Figure 6.     Figure 5 for Puzzle 1 
 
Figure 7.  Figure 6 for Puzzle 1 
 
Figure 8.      Figure 7 for Puzzle 1 
 
Figure 9.  Figure 8 for Puzzle 1 
 
Figure 10. Figure 9 for Puzzle 1 
 
Figure 11. Figure 10 for Puzzle 1 
 
Figure 12.    Figure 11 for Puzzle 1 
 
Figure 13. Figure 12 for Puzzle 1 
 
Figure 14.    Figure 1 for Puzzle 2 
 
Figure 15. Figure 2 for Puzzle 2 
 
Figure 16. Figure 3 for Puzzle 2 
 
Figure 17. Figure 1 for Puzzle 3 
 
Figure 18. Figure 2 for Puzzle 3 
 
Figure 19. Figure 3 for Puzzle 3 
 
Figure 20.    Figure 4 for Puzzle 3 
 
Figure 21.    Figure 1 for Puzzle 4 
 
Figure 22.  Figure 2 for Puzzle 4 
 
Figure 23.  Figure 3 for Puzzle 4 
 
Figure 24.  Figure 4 for Puzzle 4 
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Figure 25.     Figure 1 for Puzzle 5 
 
Figure 26.  Figure 2 for Puzzle 5 
 
Figure 27.  Figure 3 for Puzzle 5 
 
Figure 28.     Figure 1 for Puzzle 6 
 
Figure 29.  Figure 2 for Puzzle 6 
 
Figure 30.     Figure 3 for Puzzle 6 
 
Figure 31.  Figure 1 for Puzzle 7 
 
Figure 32.  Figure 2 for Puzzle 7 
 
Figure 33.  Figure 3 for Puzzle 7 
 
Figure 34.     Figure 1 for Puzzle 8 
 
Figure 35.   Figure 2 for Puzzle 8 
 
Figure 36.   Figure 3 for Puzzle 8 
 
Figure 37.   Figure 4 for Puzzle 8 
 
Figure 38.   Figure 5 for Puzzle 8 
 
Figure 39.   Figure 6 for Puzzle 8 
 
Figure 40.   Figure 1 for Puzzle 9 
 
Figure 41.   Figure 2 for Puzzle 9 
 
Figure 42.   Figure 3 for Puzzle 9 
 
Figure 43.      Figure 1 for Puzzle 10 
 
Figure 44.      Figure 2 for Puzzle 10 
 
Figure 45.      Figure 3 for Puzzle 10 
 
Figure 46.    Figure 4 for Puzzle 10 
 
Figure 47.    Figure 5 for Puzzle 10 
 
Figure 48.    Figure 6 for Puzzle 10 
 
Figure 49.    Figure 1 for Puzzle 11 
 
Figure 50.    Figure 2 for Puzzle 11 
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Figure 51.    Figure 3 for Puzzle 11 
 
Figure 52.       Figure 1 for Puzzle 12 
 
Figure 53.       Figure 2 for Puzzle 12 
 
Figure 54.     Figure 3 for Puzzle 12 
 
Figure 55.     Figure 1 for Puzzle 13 
 
Figure 56.        Figure 2 for Puzzle 13 
 
Figure 57.        Figure 3 for Puzzle 13 
 
Figure 58.        Figure 1 for Puzzle 14 
 
Figure 59.      Figure 2 for Puzzle 14 
 
Figure 60.      Figure 3 for Puzzle 14 
 
Figure 61.      Figure 4 for Puzzle 14 
 
Figure 62.      Figure 5 for Puzzle 14 
 
Figure 63.      Figure 1 for Puzzle 15 
 
Figure 64.      Figure 2 for Puzzle 15 
 
Figure 65.      Figure 3 for Puzzle 15 
 
Figure 66.      Figure 4 for Puzzle 15 
 
Figure 67.      Figure 1 for Puzzle 16 
 
Figure 68.      Figure 2 for Puzzle 16 
 
Figure 69.      Figure 3 for Puzzle 16 
 
Figure 70.      Figure 4 for Puzzle 16 
 
Figure 71.      Figure 5 for Puzzle 16 
 
Figure 72.      Figure 6 for Puzzle 16 
 
Figure 73.      Figure 7 for Puzzle 16 
 
Figure 74.      Figure 8 for Puzzle 16 
 
Figure 75.      Figure 1 for Puzzle 17 
 
Figure 76.      Figure 2 for Puzzle 17 
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Figure 77.      Figure 3 for Puzzle 17 
 
Figure 78.      Figure 1 for Puzzle 18 
 
Figure 79.      Figure 2 for Puzzle 18 
 
Figure 80.      Figure 3 for Puzzle 18 
 
Figure 81.      Figure 4 for Puzzle 18 
 
Figure 82.      Figure 5 for Puzzle 18 
 
Figure 83.      Figure 6 for Puzzle 18 
 
Figure 84.      Figure 1 for Puzzle 19 
 
Figure 85.      Figure 2 for Puzzle 19 
 
Figure 86.      Figure 3 for Puzzle 19 
 
Figure 87.      Figure 1 for Puzzle 20 
 
Figure 88.      Figure 2 for Puzzle 20 
 
Figure 89.      Figure 3 for Puzzle 20 
 
Figure 90.      Figure 4 for Puzzle 20 
 
Figure 91.      Figure 5 for Puzzle 20 
 
Figure 92.      Figure 6 for Puzzle 20 
 
Figure 93.      Figure 7 for Puzzle 20 
 
Figure 94.      Figure 8 for Puzzle 20 
 
Figure 95.      Figure 9 for Puzzle 20 
 
Figure 96.      Figure 1 for Puzzle 21 
 
Figure 97.      Figure 2 for Puzzle 21 
 
Figure 98.      Figure 3 for Puzzle 21 
 
Figure 99.      Figure 1 for Puzzle 22 
 
Figure 100.      Figure 2 for Puzzle 22 
 
Figure 101.      Figure 3 for Puzzle 22 
 
Figure 102.      Figure 1 for Puzzle 23 
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Figure 103.      Figure 2 for Puzzle 23 
 
Figure 104.      Figure 3 for Puzzle 23 
 
Figure 105.      Figure 4 for Puzzle 23 
 
Figure 106.      Figure 5 for Puzzle 23 
 
Figure 107.      Figure 6 for Puzzle 23 
 
Figure 108.      Figure 1 for Puzzle 24 
 
Figure 109.      Figure 2 for Puzzle 24 
 
Figure 110.      Figure 3 for Puzzle 24 
 
Figure 111.      Figure 4 for Puzzle 24 
 
Figure 112.      Figure 5 for Puzzle 24 
 
Figure 113.      Figure 6 for Puzzle 24 
 
Figure 114.      Figure 7 for Puzzle 24 
 
Figure 115.        Figure 8 for Puzzle 24 
 
Figure 116.      Figure 9 for Puzzle 24 
 
Figure 117.        Figure 1 for Puzzle 25 
 
Figure 118.        Figure 2 for Puzzle 25 
 
Figure 119.        Figure 3 for Puzzle 25 
 
Figure 120.        Figure 1 for Puzzle 26 
 
Figure 121.         Figure 2 for Puzzle 26 
 
Figure 122.       Figure 3 for Puzzle 26 
 
Figure 123.       Figure 1 for Puzzle 27 
 
Figure 124.       Figure 2 for Puzzle 27 
 
Figure 125.       Figure 3 for Puzzle 27 
 
Figure 126.       Figure 1 for Puzzle 28 
 
Figure 127.         Figure 2 for Puzzle 28 
 
Figure 128.        Figure 3 for Puzzle 28 
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Figure 129.        Figure 4 for Puzzle 28 
 
Figure 130.        Figure 5 for Puzzle 28 
 
Figure 131.        Figure 1 for Puzzle 29 
 
Figure 132.          Figure 2 for Puzzle 29 
 
Figure 133.        Figure 3 for Puzzle 29 
 
Figure 134.        Figure 4 for Puzzle 29 
 
Figure 135.        Figure 5 for Puzzle 29 
 
Figure 136.          Figure 6 for Puzzle 29 
 
Figure 137.          Figure 7 for Puzzle 29 
                             
Figure 138.          Figure 1 for Puzzle 30 
 
Figure 139.          Figure 2 for Puzzle 30 
 
Figure 140.          Figure 3 for Puzzle 30 
 
Figure 141.          Figure 4 for Puzzle 30 
 
Figure 142.         Figure 5 for Puzzle 30 
 
Figure 143.         Figure 6 for Puzzle 30 
 
Figure 144.         Figure 7 for Puzzle 30 
 
Figure 145.         Figure 8 for Puzzle 30 
 
Figure 146.         Figure 1 for Puzzle 31 
 
Figure 147.           Figure 2 for Puzzle 31 
 
Figure 148.          Figure 3 for Puzzle 31 
 
Figure 149.          Figure 4 for Puzzle 31 
 
Figure 150.          Figure 5 for Puzzle 31 
 
Figure 151.          Figure 6 for Puzzle 31 
 
Figure 152.            Figure 7 for Puzzle 31 
 
Figure 153.          Figure 1 for Puzzle 32 
 
Figure 154.          Figure 2 for Puzzle 32 
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Figure 155.          Figure 3 for Puzzle 32 
 
Figure 156.            Figure 4 for Puzzle 32 
 
Figure 157.            Figure 5 for Puzzle 32 
 
Figure 158.           Figure 6 for Puzzle 32 
 
Figure 159.             Figure 1 for Puzzle 33 
 
Figure 160.             Figure 2 for Puzzle 33 
 
Figure 161.             Figure 3 for Puzzle 33 
 
Figure 162.           Figure 1 for Puzzle 34 
 
Figure 163.           Figure 2 for Puzzle 34 
 
Figure 164.           Figure 3 for Puzzle 34 
 
Figure 165.           Figure 1 for Puzzle 35 
 
Figure 166.           Figure 2 for Puzzle 35 
 
Figure 167.             Figure 3 for Puzzle 35 
 
Figure 168.           Figure 1 for Puzzle 36 
 
Figure 169.           Figure 2 for Puzzle 36 
 
Figure 170.           Figure 3 for Puzzle 36 
 
Figure 171.           Figure 1 for Puzzle 37 
 
Figure 172.             Figure 2 for Puzzle 37 
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mathematics, classic number theory and Sudoku puzzle solving.  
 
 
In particular, bikini and open top problems are presented to share some intuitive insights and some  
 
type of optimization problems can be solved more efficiently and categorically by using the idea of  
 
the boundary being the marginal change of a well-rounded region with respect to its inradius; theory  
 
of interest, life contingency functions and pension funding are presented in more simplified and  
 
generalized fashions; the new way of the simplex method using cross-multiplication substantially  
 
simplified the process of finding the solutions of optimization problems; the generalization of  
 
triangular arrays of numbers from the natural sequence based to arithmetically progressive  
 
sequences based opens up the dimension of explorations; the introduction of step-by-step attempts  
 





Dr. Tsao is the author of 3 books and over 30 academic publications. Among all of the above  
 
accomplishments, he is most proud of solving manually in the total of ten hours the hardest Sudoku  
 
posted online by Arto Inkala in early July of 2012.  
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E-BOOK SERIES AND CHAPTER INTRODUCTON 
 
Introduction to the eBOOK Series of the "EVOLUTIONARY PROGRESS IN SCIENCE, 
 
TECHNOLOGY, ENGINEERING, ARTS AND MATHEMATICS (STEAM)" and This Chapter  
 




The acronym STEM stands for “science, technology, engineering and mathematics”. In accordance 
with the National Science Teachers Association (NSTA), “A common definition of STEM education 
is an interdisciplinary approach to learning where rigorous academic concepts are coupled with real-
world lessons as students apply science, technology, engineering, and mathematics in contexts that 
make connections between school, community, work, and the global enterprise enabling the 
development of STEM literacy and with it the ability to compete in the new economy”.  
The problem of this country has been pointed out by the US Department of Education that  “All 
young people should be prepared to think deeply and to think well so that they have the chance to 
become the innovators, educators, researchers, and leaders who can solve the most pressing 
challenges facing our nation and our world, both today and tomorrow. But, right now, not enough of 
our youth have access to quality STEM learning opportunities and too few students see these 
disciplines as springboards for their careers.” STEM learning and applications are very popular topics 
at present, and STEM related careers are in great demand.  
According to the US Department of Education reports that the number of STEM jobs in the United 
States will grow by 14% from 2010 to 2020, which is much faster than the national average of 5-8 % 
across all job sectors. Computer programming and IT jobs top the list of the hardest to fill jobs.  
Despite this, the most popular college majors are business, law, etc., not STEM related. For this 
reason, the US government has just extended a provision allowing foreign students that are earning 
degrees in STEM fields a seven month visa extension, now allowing them to stay for up to three years 
of “on the job training”. So, at present STEM is a legal term.  
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The acronym STEAM stands for “science, technology, engineering, arts and mathematics”.    
 
As one can see, STEAM (adds “arts”) is simply a variation of STEM.   
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The word of “arts” means application, creation, ingenuity, and integration, for enhancing STEM  
 
inside, or exploring of STEM outside. It may also mean that the word of “arts” connects all of the  
 
humanities through an idea that a person is looking for a solution to a very specific problem  
 
which comes out of the original inquiry process. STEAM is an academic term in the field of education.  
 
 
The University of San Diego and Concordia University offer a college degree with a STEAM focus.  
 
Basically STEAM is a framework for teaching or R&D, which is customizable and functional, thence  
 
the “fun” in functional. As a typical example, if STEM represents a normal cell phone communication  
 
tower looking like a steel truss or concrete column, STEAM will be an artificial green tree with all  
 
devices hided, but still with all cell phone communication functions.  
 
 
This ebook series presents the recent evolutionary progress in STEAM with many innovative chapters  
 
contributed by academic and professional experts. 
 
 
This ebook chapter,“EVOLUTIONARY MATHEMATICS AND ARTS FOR SUDOKU  
PROFICIENCY INVESTIGATION” is Dr. Hung-ping Tsao’s continous investigation of Sudoku by 
way of using the situational moves to solve touchy puzzles. In contract to Number 4 of Volume 1 
(Sudoku 1.0) in which readers are divided into begginers and veterans, no distinction would be made 
here in Sudoku 2.0 based on the belief that all minds are created equal in the world of Sudoku. The 
unique features of this chapter are as follows. 
 
1) Educational and situational moves are introduced for proficiency elevation. 
 
2) Most puzzles are with 17 initial values that require 64 steps to complete. 
 
3) Plenty of hard puzzles are provived in the end for readers to practice. 
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